'The Art of Alignment'

CONSTRUCTION: IC TV SOUND CIRCUITS
SERVICING: PHILIPS 320 & G8 CHASSIS
DEVELOPMENTS: MINIATURE VHF AERIALS
### Radio and TV Spares All Components Brand New. Cash with Order Only. P & P 35p. All Prices Include VAT. At 12 1/2% Carriage on Tubs £1.25 Extra

### Phd Components Dept 2
18 Heddon Court Parade, Cockfosters, Herts 01-440 1141 Telex 261295

### Multisection Capacitors

| Description | 400-400/350 | 200-200-150 50/300 | 1000-2000/35 | 600/300 | 600/250 | 200-300/350 | 1000-1000/40 | 2500-2500/30 | 300-300/300 | 200-200-75 25/350 | 150-200-100-16/275 | 150-150-100-150 | 175-100-100 | 220/100 | 2500-2500/63 | 700/200 | 400/350/150 | 2.35 |
|-------------|-------------|-------------------|-------------|--------|---------|-------------|-------------|-----------|----------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|--------|------|----------|--------|----------|--------|
|             | 3.00        | 2.50              | 80p         | 1.90   | 1.55    | 2.05         | 1.30        | 2.25      | 2.40     | 1.60             | 2.60            | 1.50            | 2.35             | 32p    | 1.70 | 1.30     | 1.55   |

### Drop-in Sections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MAN'S DROPPERS</th>
<th>16p Each</th>
<th>Pyle 11002</th>
<th>75p</th>
<th>Pyle 11009</th>
<th>1.20</th>
<th>BRC Mono 1400</th>
<th>80p</th>
<th>BRC Mono 1500</th>
<th>75p</th>
<th>BRC Colour 3000/3500</th>
<th>80p</th>
<th>BRC Colour 8000</th>
<th>75p</th>
<th>BRC Colour 8500</th>
<th>75p</th>
<th>Phillips G6</th>
<th>50p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phillips 210 (with link)</td>
<td>55p</td>
<td>Phillips 210</td>
<td>65p</td>
<td>RRI Mono 141</td>
<td>75p</td>
<td>RRI Mono 161</td>
<td>80p</td>
<td>GEC 2784</td>
<td>75p</td>
<td>GEC 2000</td>
<td>75p</td>
<td>GEC 2784</td>
<td>75p</td>
<td>Phillips G9</td>
<td>35p</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### THYRISTORS

| 2N4443 | 1.20 | TV106 | 1.20 | BRC101 | 45p | W39 | 50p | W39 | 35p |
| 2N4443 | 1.20 | TV106 | 1.20 | BRC101 | 45p | W39 | 50p | W39 | 35p |

### Bridge Rectifiers

| BY184 | 50p | BY179 | 65p | W005 | 35p | W002 | 35p | W004 | 35p |

### Integrated Circuits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MC1307P</th>
<th>1.50</th>
<th>MC1310P</th>
<th>2.50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TAA350</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>SN76003N</td>
<td>1.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAA550</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>SN76013N</td>
<td>1.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAA6305</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>SN76015N</td>
<td>1.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBA1205</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>SN76018N</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBA1205Q</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>SN76023N</td>
<td>1.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBA5200</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>SN76032N</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBA5300Q</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>SN76033N</td>
<td>2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBA5400</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>SN76066N</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBA5500</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>CA3050</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBA5600Q</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>MC1358P</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBA7500</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>MC1327P</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBA800</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>MC1372P</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBA9200Q</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>MC1330P</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBA9900Q</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>MC1351P</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN76003N</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>MC1352P</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Replacement Components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TV20 Stick Rectifiers</th>
<th>1.60 each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crystals 4.433MHz</td>
<td>1.60 each</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Diodes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BY100</th>
<th>21p</th>
<th>IN4001</th>
<th>4p</th>
<th>BAA100</th>
<th>14p</th>
<th>BAA164</th>
<th>17p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BY125</td>
<td>15p</td>
<td>IN4002</td>
<td>5p</td>
<td>BAA160</td>
<td>14p</td>
<td>BAA1X3</td>
<td>5p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BY130</td>
<td>15p</td>
<td>IN4003</td>
<td>5p</td>
<td>BAA172</td>
<td>14p</td>
<td>BAY310</td>
<td>10p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BY133</td>
<td>22p</td>
<td>IN4004</td>
<td>7p</td>
<td>BAA402</td>
<td>20p</td>
<td>BAA145</td>
<td>16p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BY142</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>IN4005</td>
<td>8p</td>
<td>BAA148</td>
<td>16p</td>
<td>IN4148</td>
<td>4p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BY238</td>
<td>40p</td>
<td>IN4006</td>
<td>9p</td>
<td>BAA154</td>
<td>12p</td>
<td>BY206</td>
<td>30p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BY160</td>
<td>14p</td>
<td>IN4007</td>
<td>10p</td>
<td>BAA155</td>
<td>15p</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Rectifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BY100</th>
<th>21p</th>
<th>IN4001</th>
<th>4p</th>
<th>DA100</th>
<th>14p</th>
<th>DA164</th>
<th>17p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BY125</td>
<td>15p</td>
<td>IN4002</td>
<td>5p</td>
<td>DA145</td>
<td>14p</td>
<td>DA193</td>
<td>5p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BY130</td>
<td>15p</td>
<td>IN4003</td>
<td>5p</td>
<td>DA172</td>
<td>14p</td>
<td>DA310</td>
<td>10p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BY133</td>
<td>22p</td>
<td>IN4004</td>
<td>7p</td>
<td>DA402</td>
<td>20p</td>
<td>DA145</td>
<td>16p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BY142</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>IN4005</td>
<td>8p</td>
<td>DA414</td>
<td>16p</td>
<td>DA148</td>
<td>16p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BY238</td>
<td>40p</td>
<td>IN4006</td>
<td>9p</td>
<td>DA154</td>
<td>12p</td>
<td>BY206</td>
<td>30p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BY160</td>
<td>14p</td>
<td>IN4007</td>
<td>10p</td>
<td>DA155</td>
<td>15p</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Valves

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BY686/67</th>
<th>42p</th>
<th>PCF80</th>
<th>43p</th>
<th>PL36</th>
<th>6p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BY902</td>
<td>42p</td>
<td>PCF86</td>
<td>49p</td>
<td>PL48</td>
<td>6p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECC02</td>
<td>42p</td>
<td>PCF80</td>
<td>52p</td>
<td>PL504</td>
<td>6p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EF90</td>
<td>38p</td>
<td>PCF82</td>
<td>54p</td>
<td>PL508</td>
<td>6p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EF131</td>
<td>44p</td>
<td>PCB82</td>
<td>52p</td>
<td>PL519</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EF184</td>
<td>44p</td>
<td>PCB84</td>
<td>52p</td>
<td>PL509</td>
<td>48p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EF190</td>
<td>44p</td>
<td>PCB85</td>
<td>59p</td>
<td>PL504A</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PKK39</td>
<td>52p</td>
<td>PCB86</td>
<td>57p</td>
<td>PK800</td>
<td>47p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PKC189</td>
<td>52p</td>
<td>PL800</td>
<td>73p</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Eht Triplers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BRC950</th>
<th>2.40</th>
<th>Pye CT205</th>
<th>5.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BRC1400</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>PYE731</td>
<td>7.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRC1500(17&quot;)</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>Deca200</td>
<td>6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRC1500(24&quot;)</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>GEC2028</td>
<td>6.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRC3500</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>GEC2110</td>
<td>7.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRC3500Q</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>ITTVC5</td>
<td>6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRC8500</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>R1111/174</td>
<td>9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRC9000</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>R1 A823</td>
<td>7.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deca CS190</td>
<td>6.50</td>
<td>Korting</td>
<td>90p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillips L8</td>
<td>6.60</td>
<td>Tanberg</td>
<td>6.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**LINEAR ICs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price (£)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TCA2700</td>
<td>14.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBA990</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBA7500</td>
<td>12.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBA5701</td>
<td>11.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBA281</td>
<td>10.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAA840</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC157</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC154</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC148</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC343</td>
<td>9.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC142</td>
<td>9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC131</td>
<td>8.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC128</td>
<td>8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC127</td>
<td>7.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC126</td>
<td>7.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC125</td>
<td>6.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC124</td>
<td>6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC123</td>
<td>5.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC122</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC121</td>
<td>4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC120</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC119</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC118</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC117</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC116</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC115</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC114</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC113</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC112</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TRANSISTORS, ETC.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price (£)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BY179</td>
<td>9.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BY140</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BY103</td>
<td>9.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BY102</td>
<td>9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BY101</td>
<td>8.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BY100</td>
<td>8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BY99</td>
<td>7.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BY98</td>
<td>7.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BY97</td>
<td>6.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BY96</td>
<td>6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BY95</td>
<td>5.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BY94</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BY93</td>
<td>4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BY92</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BY91</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BY90</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BY89</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BY88</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BY87</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BY86</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BY85</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BY84</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DROPS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price (£)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TACC56</td>
<td>2.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TACC57</td>
<td>1.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TACC58</td>
<td>1.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TACC59</td>
<td>1.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TACC60</td>
<td>1.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TACC61</td>
<td>1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TACC62</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TACC63</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TACC64</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TACC65</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TACC66</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TACC67</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TACC68</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DIGITAL ICs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price (£)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7400</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7401</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7402</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7403</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7404</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7405</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7406</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7407</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7408</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price (£)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DIL8</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIL16</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIL24</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIL32</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RESISTORS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Price (£)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>±2%</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>±5%</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>±10%</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>±20%</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>±50%</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>±100%</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>±200%</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>±500%</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CAPACITORS**

- Full range of C200, C208, tubular ceramic, pin-up circuit, miniature electronics, mixed, mixed dialling and TV electronics stocked. Please ask.

**VOR'S, PTC & NTC RESISTORS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Price (£)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2kΩ</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10kΩ</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100kΩ</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1MΩ</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10MΩ</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100MΩ</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1GΩ</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10GΩ</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**0.800-0.800 BOND-OUT CAPITALS**

- Full range of 0.680, 0.800, tubular ceramic, pin-up circuit, miniature electronics, mixed, mixed dialling and TV electronics stocked. Please ask.

**0.400-0.400 BOND-OUT CAPITALS**

- Full range of 0.700, 0.800, tubular ceramic, pin-up circuit, miniature electronics, mixed, mixed dialling and TV electronics stocked. Please ask.
**COLOUR, UHF & TELEVISION SPARES**

NEW! COLOUR BAR GENERATOR KIT, MK 3 (FOR ADDITION TO MANOR SUPPLIES CROSS HATCH UNITS) AERIAL INPUT, ALSO GIVES R-Y, B-Y AND OTHER FUNCTIONS £2.00

NEW! COMBINED COLOUR BAR AND CROSS HATCH UNIT, MK 4. AERIAL INPUT £13.00 (85p) RTA. CROSS HATCH UNIT KIT, NEW AERIAL INPUT TYPE, INCL. TV. SYNC AND UHF MODULATOR. BATTERY OPERATED. ALSO GIVES PEAK WHITE & BLACK LEVELS CAN BE USED FOR FULL EXPERIMENTAL SET £11.00 + 45p. p.p.* COMPLETE TESTED UNITS, READY FOR USE (ALUMEN CASE) £16.60, (DE-LUXE CASE) £18.00 p.p.*

NEW GREY SCALE KIT, ADDS ON TO ABOVE CROSS HATCH KITS AND UNITS £2.90 p.p. 25p.

**NEW TYPE** SIGNAL STRENGTH METER, ONE CONTROL P.C. BOARD FULL KIT £18.00 p.p. 75p.*

CRT REACTIVATOR PROJECT FULL KIT £17.48 p.p. 90p.*

**TELEVISION** CONSTRUCTORS COLOUR SET PROJECT. NEW MARK II DEMONSTRATION MODEL WITH LATEST IMPROVEMENTS, TWO SETS WORKING AND ON VIEW AT 172 WEST END LANE, N.W.6. LISTS AVAILABLE.

**TELEVISION** PROJECT CROSS HATCH KIT £3.60 p.p. 20p.*


SPECIAL OFFER I,F. PANEL, leading British maker, similar design to "Television" panel. Now in use as an alternative inc. circuit and connection data, checked and tested on colour £12.80 p.p. 80p. Also DECORDER panel checked and tested on colour, full details £16.80 p.p. 80p.

FIVE IN ONE PANEL replaces Tuner IF, Decoder, R.G.B. and sound boards of original project. Tested on colour, with all data. £26.00 p.p. 90p. *

MAINS TRANSFORMER 250W for "T.V." Colour Set £11.49 p.p. 120.


STABILISER UNITS, "add on" kit for either 40V or 20V, £2.80 p.p. 35p. Field & Line Blanking Mod. Kit 30p. Beam Limiter Mod. Kit £1.00.


DECCA Colour T.V. Thytrator Power Supply, HT, LT etc. £3.80 p.p. 95p.


MULLARD AT1023/05 convergence yoke. New £2.50 p.p. 60p.


PHILIPS G6 single standard panel, incl. 16 controls, switches etc., and circuits £3.75 p.p. 75p, or incl. yoke. £5.00. PHILIPS G8 panels for spares, decoder £2.50 p.p. 75p. Field line. Tuners etc. 75p p.p. 35p.


G.I. type UHF varicap tuner £2.50 p.p. 30p. VHF or UHF salvaged varicap tuners £1.40, Control units £1.00, 4SPN £2.30, 5SPN £2.70, Special offer 6SPN £1.00, 7SPN £1.80 p.p. 25p. TAA 350 50p p.p. 1.50.


UHF/625 Tuners, many different types in stock. Lists available. UHF tuners transistd. £2.85, incl. s/m drive, indicator £3.85; 6 posn. or 4 posn. pushbutton £4.20 p.p. 60p. Integrated tuners BUSH, DECCA PYE 40 67 series (36 to 55) £3.80 p.p. 75p, or incl. yoke. £4.90 p.p. 1.40.


TURRET TUNERS, KB “Featherlight” VC11, Philips 170 series, GEC 1084 to 1092, 1400, 1500 series £5.80

SOBELL 195/282/8 £2.50, REG 10-6, 10-17 etc. £1.00.

PHILIPS 19TG170, 171, 300, 360 £6.70

PYE 11H, 368, 169, 769 series £5.90

PYE 40, 67 series (36 to 55) £3.20

PAM, INVICTA, EKKO, FERRANTI equivalents as above £3.80

SOBELL 1000 series £6.20

STELLA 1034/2149 £6.20


MULLARD Scan Coll Type AT1030 I FOR all standard mono 110v models, Philips, Stella, Pye, Ecko, Ferranti, Invicta £2.00 p.p. 75p.


CALLERS WELCOME AT SHOP PREMISES

**MANOR SUPPLIES**

172 WEST END LANE, LONDON, N.W.6.
(Next W. Hampstead tube stn. 28, 59 & 159 bus routes) 01-794 8751

Mail Order: 64 GILDERS MANOR DRIVE, LONDON N.W.11.

PLEASE ADD 12½% VAT TO PRICES (EXCEPT * 5%)
WHEN IS PROFIT TOO MUCH?

On the whole the rental side of the TV industry has come out of the Price Commission's investigation of rental charges pretty well, though you may not immediately think so from the final conclusion and the reports that have appeared in the press. The report found that (1) increased charges were in general related to increases in VAT and increased costs, and complied with the Price Code. Full marks here it seems. (2) That reductions in VAT were passed on to existing subscribers though it was probably unwise of companies to offset the reduction by a simultaneous increase arising for quite separate reasons. This seems to be neither here nor there. Does the Commission think that more frequent changes are for some reason better, though clearly less efficient? (3) That many people are unaware that charges can be increased during the lifetime of a set. How many people in transactions of any sort read the "small print"? And how many people at the present time are unaware of inflation? (4) That in some cases small rentals for old monochrome sets were raised disproportionately, adding that while this may have been justified on economic grounds it showed lack of sensitivity to the feelings of the customers concerned. Well, no one likes being asked to pay more, but is business expected to be run on the basis of sensitivity to such feelings? It's true that old monochrome sets have paid for themselves, but it's very expensive to maintain old sets as more and more obsolete parts give up and have to be replaced. All in all these conclusions don't seem to amount to much one way or the other.

But the final conclusion is that while the rental companies have kept to the limits of the Price Code there is "an argument that prices could well be lower even if this would have to be at the expense of profit margins". The way this conclusion is expressed seems to indicate that the Commission is none too sure of itself but nevertheless feels that it has to give some admonition to the industry.

What it really boils down to is what is a fair profit, a question which is hard enough to answer in all conscience. While many people don’t seem to like the idea of profit at all, one has to remember that profit is simply what’s left over, if anything, after costs have been covered. Without profit there is nothing left over for further development, no point in bothering to continue in business and, one might add, nothing to tax. So we’re faced with what’s fair and what isn’t. Even that’s not too easy – doesn’t it depend on the risk taken? There’s no great risk in TV rental of course, so what we have to decide is whether the Commission’s discovery that the trade had net profits in the year to March 1976 averaging 16.5 per cent and a return on capital of 19.4 per cent is reasonable. That may sound good, and the Commission calls the trade “prosperous”, but you could have been getting 13 per cent or more by lending your capital to the government and not bothering to trade. Surely a company is entitled to make a bit more from its efforts than the rate on government borrowing? If this is being “prosperous” it merely underlines the abysmal lack of profitability of most of the rest of industry at the present time.

Generally we feel that the trade has given its customers a fair deal and, in being relatively prosperous, has simply shown that it is efficiently run and highly cost conscious – too much so many of its hard-pressed service personnel would say. There is probably no business that has competed for customers more aggressively than the radio and television industry. The renters have to compete not only with each other but with the established chain stores, the many independent dealers still in business, and the discounters, all of whom offer comparable facilities.

The trade will probably, and quite rightly, quietly ignore this rather pointless report. One thing the Commission made no effort to do was to compare what UK viewers have to pay with what the costs are in other countries that do not have an extensive rental industry. That would have made the beneficial influence of TV rental quite clear.
RETRA CODE OF PRACTICE

The Radio, Electrical and Television Retailers' Associations' new Code of Practice has now been brought into operation and is obligatory to the 2,000 RETRA member companies who between them operate over 4,000 retail outlets. Under the code there is a "no-strings" comprehensive twelve month guarantee, with improved standards of providing service. A first visit must be made to a customer within three working days of receiving a request and repairs should be completed within 15 working days of the first visit. If this is not possible the retailer should lend the customer a similar item. The reason for being unable to complete a repair on the first visit should be made clear to the customer, who should also be informed of any minimum service charge. Repairs will be guaranteed for a minimum of three months. The scheme is being given considerable publicity to raise public confidence in members of the RETRA, and customers are being encouraged to return to their dealer if they have any problems. In cases of dispute, a disputes procedure has been introduced.

These don't sound very onerous conditions to us, and on the whole are the least one might expect, code or no code. Maybe it's better to have the code than nothing at all however, and at least those firms who are members are now committed to certain minimum standards, but we shall have to see whether it makes much difference in practice.

PRICE COMMISSION REPORT

We comment elsewhere in this issue on the conclusions reached by the Price Commission in its report on television rental charges. Apart from the conclusions themselves however quite a lot of interesting information on the domestic TV market has been assembled by the Commission, along with BREMA, in its report. The number of TV sets in use in the UK is estimated to be around 22 million, with the proportion of colour sets having risen from 4 per cent to 43 per cent since 1970. Trade estimates are that the proportion of colour sets could rise to 80 per cent over the next five years. Half the sets in use are rented, 40 per cent in the case of monochrome and 60 per cent in the case of colour. The typical rented monochrome set is a six year old 20in. set which originally cost under £50, excluding VAT; the typical rented colour set is a three year old 22in. model which cost under £180. The cost of sets has fallen over the past six years. Rentals however have increased by 51 per cent in the case of monochrome and 26 per cent in the case of colour over this period, though a large proportion of this was due to VAT. If VAT is excluded the increases become 22 per cent and 2 per cent respectively. The largest single item in a rental organisation's costs is set depreciation. At present firms assume that a monochrome set has a rentable life of four years while a colour set has a rentable life of six years. The Commission comment that if these set life estimates prove conservative then firms' profits will accelerate. That seems fair enough. We don't know what sort of treatment the average rented set receives, but if the wear and tear are reasonable its life should be rather more than that. On the other hand renters aren't interested, like some of us, in coaxing the last flicker out of a half dead set. You soon lose custom and reputation unless your sets are giving a first rate picture.

The TV rental trade's turnover now exceeds £500 million a year, while the trade's investment in sets is over £1,000 million. As you might expect, profits reached their peak level during the boom period in 1973. They have since fallen back. In the five years 1971-76 profits rose from about £20 million to £60 million. This however was largely due to a substantial rise in turnover as a result of customers switching from monochrome to colour sets. A second factor quoted is the greater realiability of modern sets, a point worth knowing.

PYE'S INCREASED TV RELIABILITY

Changes is production techniques that have helped considerably in improving the reliability of Pye TV sets were explained and shown during celebrations recently to mark the 25th anniversary of Pye's TV plant at Lowestoft. The improvements have been implemented over the last three years and as a result Pye say that the fault call rate for their current solid-state colour sets is now 0-6 per year or less. In the case of the 110° chassis the call rate (one year is taken at to be equivalent to 2,000 hours of soak testing) was put at 0-95 per year when production started in June 1974. At the end of that year it was found to be down to 0-6 while the results of three independent dealer tests at the end of 1975 with batches of 116, 130 and 88 sets, showed call rates of 0-57, 0-65 and 0-43. In the case of the 90° chassis soak testing gave a rate of 0-7 calls a year, while dealer feedback has suggested that the actual rate is rather lower. These are impressive figures, comparable with the levels achieved by Japanese setmakers, and we've seen confirmation from other sources. They would also back up the comments of the Price Commission mentioned above.
An extra visual check of panels as they are completed is now made, and the panels are preheated prior to undergoing the flux-and-solder bath process. There is a more sophisticated system of panel checking, involving comprehensive checks on jigs wired to electronic comparators instead of checking visually by switching them into an otherwise complete receiver. Prior to individual testing the panels are given a twenty minute soak test in order to reduce the likelihood of suspect panels being sent to the production line. All completed sets undergo a two hour soak test. There is then an "acceptance check" when experienced operators look for the type of point that dealers or their customers might raise. There is also a "boxed stock audit" — a variable random sample is taken from each batch of packaged sets, unpacked and thoroughly tested before the batch is allowed to leave the plant for distribution.

During the past year a soak test building has been brought into operation. Here development samples, pre-production and pilot run models and final production samples are tested. There are also environmental test rooms where special tests can be carried out to ensure that sets will operate successfully under various conditions overseas. During its quarter of a century of operations the plant has produced over four million monochrome sets, over a million colour sets, and large quantities of car radios, record players and radiograms.

NEW PHILIPS VCR

The latest version of the Philips video-cassette recorder, Model N1502, has now been released. Various improvements have been made to the specification. There is improved cassette loading, a digital electronic timer which can be set with one minute accuracy up to three days in advance and has an LED display, improved picture definition, and almost 50 per cent reduced power consumption — from 115W to 60W — as a result of the use of d.c. instead of a.c. motors. The improved picture definition comes from increasing the bandwidth to 3MHz on colour and 3.2MHz on monochrome and including crispening circuits, which sharpen picture transitions. The unit retains the facilities of previous models in the range and is compatible with them. Three LEDs indicate reception of an off-air signal, presence of an audio signal, and whether the video signal is a colour one. The colour circuits are automatically switched off if the colour signal level is too low. The output of the audio LED varies with the received signal level. The price is expected to be around £560.

LICENSE DODGING

At the launching of yet another national anti-TV licence evasion campaign the Home Office Minister Lord Harris claimed that there were around 850,000 people using sets without a licence, the revenue loss being some £7.5 millions. With the BBC hoping for a fairly hefty increase in the licence fee sometime next year one can only wish the campaign all success.

STATION OPENINGS

The following relay stations are now in operation:

**Abbey** (Brecon) BBC Wales channel 22, BBC-2 channel 28. Receiving aerial group A.

**Combe Martin** (Devon) ITV (Westward Television) channel 49. Receiving aerial group B.

**Ffestiniog** (Gwynedd) ITV (HTV Wales) channel 25. Receiving aerial group A.

**Tiverton** (Devon) ITV (Westward Television) channel 43. Receiving aerial group B.

All these transmissions are vertically polarised.

IMPORTS FROM TAIWAN CURBED

The government has placed restrictions on the import of portable monochrome sets from Taiwan. Imports have been limited to 70,000 during the fifteen month period from October 1st 1976 to December 31st 1977, with a maximum of 50,000 during 1977. The industry has given qualified approval to the step, feeling that it does not go far enough and has been taken too late.

PHILIPS INVESTS IN TAIWAN

The importance of Taiwan in the world TV market seems to be growing rapidly. Two announcements have been made recently by Philips about their intentions to invest substantially there. First came news that Philips is to start a $50 million plant to produce colour tubes. This seems odd at a time when there are threats hanging over Philips' tube plants in the UK. After all, this is a capital intensive process and once the investment has been made it would be curious to scrap it and start again elsewhere. Perhaps our tubes are in the wrong place? But if the Japanese can ship their tubes all over the globe there seems to be no reason why this should be uneconomic for UK plants. The whole affair of the virtual collapse of the UK tube industry gets more and more curious. There seems to be a lot that should be brought out, maybe by a thorough Department of Trade enquiry.

The second announcement is that Philips is to set up colour receiver production facilities in Taiwan — Philips originally set up plant in Chupei, North Taiwan, as long ago as 1970. An investment of $10 million in colour set production is envisaged. Philips say that they have no plans to export the sets "backwards" to Europe but that they would be produced for the "home and off-shore markets".

FINLUX WITHDRAWS FROM UK

The Finnish TV manufacturer Finlux, one of the first Scandinavian setmakers to become established in the UK, has decided to withdraw. Spares will continue to be available, as at present, from RCA Ltd, Lincoln Way, Windmill Road, Sunbury-on-Thames, on a cash on delivery basis.

CLASS B VIDEO CIRCUITS

We described the Mullard complementary-symmetry class B video output circuit in the May "Teletopics" earlier this year. Mullard have now announced the availability of the pair of transistors then mentioned. These are types BF422 and BF423 which are rated at 830mW and are suitable for use with the 20AX tube or with standard colour tubes. Another pair rated at 1-W8 is also now available, type numbers being BF469 (npn) and BF470 (pnp). These can be used with the 20AX and also with the PIL tube whose video drive power requirements are more severe.
TWO NEW SCOPES FROM GOULD ADVANCE

Two new dual-trace scopes have been announced by Gould Advance. The first is the OS245 — a low-cost 10MHz instrument which is particularly suitable for general servicing. It incorporates a 100mm c.r.t., low drift circuitry and the timebase speeds are from 100nS to greater than 1S per division.

Sensitivity can be switched from 5mV to 20V per division in a 1:2:5 sequence, and vertical deflection accuracy is ±5%. An important feature of the instrument is the trigger performance: full trigger level control is available even when the bright-line facility is in use. The OS245 has an X-Y mode using the Y1 channel for X deflection and the Y2 channel for Y deflection.

The second unit is the OS3300B which features a 50MHz bandwidth and complete portability. It combines a high sensitivity (1mV/cm maximum from d.c. to 10MHz) with a high timebase speed (10nS/cm maximum) and a high e.h.t. voltage (13kV), making the instrument ideal for the display of fast transients. In addition, comprehensive triggering facilities are incorporated to ensure a stable trace on both channels, irrespective of frequency or waveform.

Detailed examination of complex waveforms and pulse trains can be carried out by using the delayed sweep timebase facility, while the mixed-sweep facility gives continuous identification of the section of waveform under examination.

A trace location system gives immediate indication of trace position, independently of the vertical and horizontal shift control settings and brightness. Warning lights indicate when either the vertical channel or the timebase is uncalibrated.

Further details and prices may be obtained from Gould Advance Ltd., Roebuck Road, Hainault, Essex. Tel: 01-500 1000.

VARO TRIPLER ON DISTRIBUTION

A tripler specifically designed for the service industry and manufactured by Varo Semiconductor is now available from Lingrael. The unit, type number NH1017S01, is suitable for the Rank and Pye 90° and 110° solid state chassis, as well as the Grundig 5010 and 6010, Tandberg CTV2-2 and some other continental chassis.

The product is intended for the European market and takes into account the regulation and radiation requirements in addition to meeting BS415:1972. Further details and prices are available from the distributors, Lingrael (South East) Ltd., 111 Ferndown Estate, Wimborne Road West, Wimborne, Dorset BH21 7RA. Tel: 0202 871422.

The new Gould Advance low-cost dual trace 10MHz scope, the OS245.

The Varo tripler type NH1017S01 which is now available from Lingrael.
Available to you in kit form at the same moment as its national launch, the brilliant new Videomaster Superscore contains the latest product of MOS technology: a TV game chip.

The logic contained in it had previously to be generated by 100 TTL devices. Now it is condensed into one 28-pin chip.

This all-new Videomaster plugs into your 625-line UHF TV set (for overseas customers having VHF sets we can supply the necessary VHF modulator) to give you four exciting games (including tennis and football) and two future game options. It features on-screen digital scoring, realistic hit sounds, two bat sizes, two ball speeds, automatic serving and much more. It runs on six 1½ volt SP11 type batteries (not supplied).

The Videomaster Superscore kit costs only £24.95 including VAT (recommended retail price of the ready built model is over £40.00) and comes complete with ready-tuned UHF or VHF modulator, circuit board with printed legend, all resistors, transistors and diodes, built-in loudspeaker, socket for mains adaptor, and, of course, the TV game chip itself.

Easy to put together the Superscore has full assembly instructions, circuit diagram and circuit description. Don’t miss this chance to own the newest electronic game at such low cost.

POST TODAY TO:

**Videomaster Ltd**
14/20 Headfort Place, London SW1X 7HN

Please send me (insert No. requ’d). Videomaster Superscore Kits at £24.95 (inc. VAT & P&P in UK) or £23.10+£4.00 for P&P overseas)

I enclose my cheque/money order* for £______________

VHF modulator required YES/NO*

NAME ________________________________

ADDRESS __________________________________

ALLOW 21 DAYS FOR DELIVERY

* delete as necessary

Reg. Office No: 1115532

TELEVISION DECEMBER 1976
TELETEXT DECODER ON IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Chelsea-based Spectrum Laboratories is said to offer immediate delivery of its Spectrum Telefax Decoder. The unit includes all the features for receiving Ceefax and Oracle while providing optional facilities for decoding the Post Office Viewdata service. Control is from a slim hand-held keypad wired to the decoder, with the option of ultrasonic remote control.

Page number is continuously displayed at the top left of the information page. Usual features include roll with pages changing continuously and a time display which is inserted into the top right of an ordinary TV programme. Priced at around £300, the unit may be built into a set or else mounted externally, but it must be wired in. Spectrum will advise on the conversion. Further information may be obtained from Spectrum Laboratories Ltd., 32 Royal Avenue, Chelsea, London SW3 4QF. Tel: 01-730 1801.

EHT TRAY TESTER AND CRT TESTER FROM VIDEO CIRCUITS

An e.h.t. tray efficiency meter, called the “Tripler Tester”, has been introduced by Video Circuits. The instrument gives direct reading and tests drive absorption and final output on load. Three flexible leads are provided for connection to the tray and when the “test” button is depressed the unit produces a drive of approximately 800V pk-pk at 625-line frequency and will reach stability within 15 seconds from switch-on.

The meter is illuminated from the rear when any of the buttons marked “Single”, “Triple” or “Quadruple” is depressed. The meter is scaled 0-10 and the reading must be multiplied by ten to obtain the efficiency percentage. The unit is priced at £37.40, including VAT and postage and packing.

Video Circuits has also announced a successor to the V31A tube tester. The new unit, designated the V33, tests colour or monochrome tubes in situ without the necessity to even remove the e.h.t. cap. It tests the red, green and blue guns individually, measures interelectrode leakage (with a “clear leak” facility), accurately measures the beam current, and incorporates a reactivator facility. The unit is priced at £65.34 including VAT and postage and packing. Further details from Video Circuits Ltd., 104 Salisbury Road, Barnet, Herts. EN5 4JN. Tel: 01-449 3087.

FAST-RECOVERY DIODE FOR TV DEFLECTION

A new fast-recovery diode from RCA Solid State is available in a low-cost TO-220 Versawatt plastic package, giving excellent heat-sink capability and making the device particularly suitable for use in thyristor line output stages for 110° large-screen TV tubes. Two such diodes are used in conjunction with two thyristors to control the horizontal yoke current, one pair conducting alternately during the forward scan while the other pair conduct alternately to give the flyback action.

The diode is designed for operation from supply voltages between 150 and 270V, and can handle a maximum reverse voltage of 800V and an average current between 2 and 7A, depending on the heatsinking facilities. The diode can handle surges of more than 100A, and has a soft (i.e. low in harmonics) recovery characteristic. Other applications include clamp and boost diodes, diode modulators and switch-mode power supplies.

FIRST MAINS/BATTERY COLOUR PORTABLE

Sanyo have announced the introduction of the first mains/battery colour receiver to appear on the UK market, and say that about 1,000 will be available before Christmas. The new set, Model CTP1101, is fitted with a 10in. 70° picture tube and is expected to be sold at a price of around £250. In addition to operation from the mains or a 12V battery it seems that a compact lead-acid battery about the size of a medium transistor radio may be made available.
ONE of the earliest servicing skills was alignment, something one had to do quite often to the sets of years ago. It seems odd to the writer that this skill is so little used today. Maybe this is due to the lack of any standard work on the subject, especially one which starts from scratch. If you are shy when you have to face set realignment, wish you could handle a sweep generator and talk glibly about 39.5dB or 26dB traps, or wonder why a tweak on L28 improves the sound, then this is for you. Starting with superhet theory we shall be as basic as possible, with only the bare minimum of mathematics. We'll then look at tuned circuits of all types, the tools and equipment required for alignment, and end up with enough practical examples to enable you to tackle almost any set – or at least to understand what the service manual is getting at.

Service Manual Instructions

Since service manual instructions are guaranteed to put you off before you start, let us try to dispose of them as a major source of initial worry. Manuals originate from the laboratory at the setmaker's factory, and as all setmakers have their own ways of going about things their manuals all differ in the alignment methods specified and the equipment quoted. It's more than possible that the technical writer responsible for the instructions given in the manual has never tried the alignment out under field conditions with cheap gear. It's equally possible that the alignment procedure as written cannot be performed at all, having been adapted without trial from a group of factory instruction sheets relating to a particular production test rig. It could even be a student's translation — unchecked — from German or Japanese. So if you can follow the manual only with difficulty you are probably not alone. By getting yourself wise to the ways of i.f. strips however, so as to be able to understand the purpose of the instructions, you are well on the way to getting good pictures and sound. To square one then, the "Ohm's Law" of alignment and superhet theory — this establishes why we need to align at all.

Fourier's Theorem

The "Ohm's Law" of alignment, Fourier's Theorem, asserts that any complex waveform can be broken down into a fundamental sinewave and its harmonics (Fig. 1). Our complex waveform is the picture signal from the local transmitter, and its fundamentals are the r.f. carrier wave and the studio picture which is modulated upon it. For our purposes we can shuffle Fourier's Theorem round the other way, to produce the law of mixing — "if any two frequencies are mixed together, the resultant complex waveform will contain those two frequencies as well as their sum and their difference".

From Camera to TV Screen

This mixing process occurs three times between the camera and the eye of the viewer: first at the transmitter, then in the receiver mixer, and finally in the vision detector. We'll follow one such signal (Fig. 2) all the way. For ease of the necessary mathematics we choose London's BBC-2 channel 33 and assume its video modulation to be 5MHz — this represents the upper end of the video spectrum nicely rounded off — and hope you will accept that what works for 5MHz works for all the intervening frequencies as well. Also, to make the figures easy we'll ignore any sound modulation — its bandwidth is very small by comparison with the other frequencies involved.

Our basic signal then is:

The channel 33 vision carrier at 567.25MHz, the sound carrier at 573.25MHz, and the vision modulation (0—−) 5MHz.

Mixing at the Transmitter

The mixing that takes place at the transmitter therefore is:

Two fundamentals, 567.25MHz and 5MHz, which produce their sum at 572.25MHz and their difference at 562.25MHz. Also the sound at 573.25MHz.

The sum and difference frequencies are called the upper and lower sidebands (more about these later) and as all five of the above frequencies make their way to the aerial the 5MHz signal is so far outside the tuning range of the circuits that it gets lost altogether while the difference frequency — lower sideband — is mopped up in a sort of

![Fig. 1: Fourier's Theorem: a complex waveform (a) can be broken down into its component sinewaves (b) and (c).](image-url)
mixed with the 606.75MHz local oscillator signal to give (5 + 567.25) at the transmitter and the receiving aerial, side of the 39.5MHz vision i.f. carrier. Thus the original transferred to the intermediate frequency range on either

They are vision sidebands when we described the action of the tuner. We will assume that this is a diode. The mixing process in the tuner thus gives us:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Fundamentals} & \quad 567.25\text{MHz Vision} \\
& \quad 606.75\text{MHz Sound} \\
& \quad 573.25\text{MHz Local oscillator} \\
\text{Sum} & \quad 5 \text{MHz Video filtered out} \\
(5 + 567.25) & \quad 572.25\text{MHz Upper sideband} \\
\text{Difference} & \quad 562.25\text{MHz Filtered out}
\end{align*}
\]

At the receiver tuner we have another mixer stage where the three transmitted signals are introduced to a locally oscillating carrier. Here the fundamentals are 567.25MHz and 606.75MHz, their sum is 1174.0MHz - all of which we don't want so we filter out.

The difference of (1) and (2) is 6MHz, the wanted sound video signal, and the difference of (2) and (3) 1MHz, an unwanted “tizz” which is likely to get right through to the screen because the video amplifier cannot differentiate between it and the 1MHz bars on the test card. In practice it’s removed by keeping the 33.5MHz sound i.f. 20dB down with respect to the 39.5MHz vision carrier (or 26dB from peak) and by fitting another sound trap to attenuate this still further after the 6MHz content has been successfully spirited away to the intercarrier i.f. channel.

In mentioning trap depths we have jumped ahead a little, and although some of you can juggle with decibels like they were PCF80s may we break off here to refresh the minds of those who are a little rusty on these units, since they are likely to pop up from time to time as we proceed.

**The Decibel**

The decibel is a unit normally used to compare power ratios on a manageable scale. Thus \(10 \times \log (\text{power } 1/\text{power } 2)\)=power gain expressed in decibels. R.F. types usually use dBs to compare voltages across a common load, and since power is related to voltage by \(W = V^2/R\) the formula becomes \(20 \times \log (V^2/R)\).

For example if our output meter jumps from 1V to 2V then to 10V the first increase is 20 log (2/1), or 20dB. The log of 2 is 0.3010 so 20 log 2 is 6.02 - near enough 6dB. The second increase is 20 log (10/1) = 20 log 10 = 20 x 1.0 = 20dB.

**Action of the Tuner**

At the receiver tuner we have another mixer stage where the three transmitted signals are introduced to a locally generated oscillation. This is kept at a frequency 39.5MHz higher than the selected vision carrier. In our case (ch. 33) it will be at 567.25 + 39.5 = 606.75MHz. The mixing process in the tuner thus gives us:

Fundamentals at 567.25MHz and 606.75MHz, their sum at 1174.0MHz – these we don’t want any more – and their difference at 39.5MHz, the wanted signal or intermediate frequency (i.f.).

Similarly the local oscillator mixes with the sound carrier. Here the fundamentals are 573.25MHz and 612.75MHz, their sum is 1186.0MHz – again all unwanted – and their difference is 33.5MHz, the wanted sound i.f.

If we place at the tuner output a tuned circuit which passes only frequencies in the 30-40MHz region, rejecting all others, only the difference frequencies will get through to the i.f. stages. Note incidentally that the sound and vision carrier frequencies change over, sound now being on the lower side of vision. This always happens when the local oscillator frequency is above the signal frequency as it invariably is, even on 405 lines.

After passing through several highly efficient fixed tuned circuits and at the same time receiving amplification a substantially larger i.f. signal is presented to the vision detector. We will assume that this is a diode. The mixing law still applies here.

You may have noticed that we conveniently ignored the vision sidebands when we described the action of the tuner. They are still present however, having themselves been transferred to the intermediate frequency range on either side of the 39.5MHz vision i.f. carrier. Thus the original 5MHz video signal, which became 572.25MHz (5 + 567.25) at the transmitter and the receiving aerial, mixed with the 606.75MHz local oscillator signal to give the unwanted sum and wanted difference frequencies 572.25 + 606.75 = 1179MHz and 606.75 - 572.25 = 34.5MHz respectively.

**Vision Detection**

So our maths finishes with all this stuff, i.e. the vision i.f. 39.5MHz (1), the sound i.f. 33.5MHz (2) and the 5MHz sideband 34.5MHz (3), being applied to the vision detector. Here the sum of (1) and (2) produces 73.0MHz, the sum of (1) and (3) 74.0MHz and the sum of (2) and (3) 68.0MHz – all of which we don’t want so we filter out.

The difference of (1) and (2) is 6MHz, the wanted sound second i.f. The difference of (1) and (3) is 5MHz, the wanted video signal, and the difference of (2) and (3) 1MHz, an unwanted “tizz” which is likely to get right through to the screen because the video amplifier cannot differentiate between it and the 1MHz bars on the test card. In practice it’s removed by keeping the 33.5 MHz sound i.f. 20dB down with respect to the 39.5MHz vision carrier (or 26dB from peak) and by fitting another sound trap to attenuate this still further after the 6MHz content has been successfully spirited away to the intercarrier i.f. channel.

In mentioning trap depths we have jumped ahead a little, and although some of you can juggle with decibels like they were PCF80s may we break off here to refresh the minds of those who are a little rusty on these units, since they are likely to pop up from time to time as we proceed.
Vestigial Sideband Transmission

When, some way back, we looked at the transmitter we mentioned that the 5MHz video signal mixed with the 567-25MHz r.f. carrier to produce two sidebands, at 572-25 and 562-25MHz. However complex the TV signal, these two sidebands lie symmetrically about the carrier, the lower one being a mirror image of the upper one. This means that the signal we followed would take up 10MHz of "airspace". There is not enough room for this if, with the "space" available, we are to have a four programme service - after all it's exactly like the upper part. The channel 1 sound carrier is at 41.5MHz, just outside the i.f. band. This frequency allocation is a relic of the days of the mechanical sweep oscillator and receiver, when the channel 6 sound carrier on 625-lines. (4) The space between our vision carrier on 625-lines and the channel 1 sound carrier is at 41.5MHz, just 5MHz away from the vision carrier and a "no man's land" before the next channel enables us to have our u.h.f. channels 8MHz apart.

There are snags however. First it's impossible to chop off the lower sideband cleanly just below the vision carrier, and secondly it's necessary to reduce the vision carrier power by ten times is expressed as 20dB. Table1 shows how to convert between millivolts/microvolts and decibels when comparing gain or attenuation.

The Ideal Response Curve

The receiver's "response curve" is simply a graphical representation of output plotted against frequency - usually as seen at the vision detector. If it conjures up an impression of a complicated hook-up involving oscilloscopes and sweep generators, remember that you can produce one easily enough with just a simple signal generator and a voltmeter - by plotting the results on graph paper with an ordinary lead pencil. More of this anon.

Right now let's look at the response curve carefully to see what the shaping in the i.f. stages involves and why the particular frequencies chosen are used. This is because: (1) We have agreed internationally to use an i.f. bandwidth of 30-40MHz. (2) We still use channel 1 for 405-line transmissions. (3) The vision i.f. carrier is 6MHz above the sound carrier on 625-lines. (4) The space between our vision carrier and the next channel's sound is 2MHz.

Selecting the IF Carrier

If you think about it, the only fixed parameter above is item (2). The channel 1 sound carrier is at 41.5MHz, just outside the i.f. band. This frequency allocation is a relic of the good old pre-war days of "Ally Pally" (who remembers Cabaret Cruise?) and is still used today by Crystal Palace, Divis, Redruth and others in sufficient strength to cause interference. Obviously a trap has to be fitted in the receiver's i.f. channel to attenuate this frequency, and what better than to kill two birds with one stone by using it to suppress the adjacent channel sound i.f. on 625? Having fixed this point, all the other frequencies fall into place. The vision carrier comes 2MHz lower at 39-5MHz (half way up the slope in Fig. 3(a), at the right-hand -6dB point). The slope of the curve around the 39.5MHz part of the curve should mirror the shape of the transmitted signal fairly closely. This answers the question "why tune i.f.s?".

So doubling a signal increases it by 6dB and amplifying it ten times is expressed as 20dB. Table 1 shows how to convert between millivolts/microvolts and decibels when comparing gain or attenuation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>dB</th>
<th>Millivolts</th>
<th>dB</th>
<th>Millivolts</th>
<th>dB</th>
<th>Microvolts</th>
<th>dB</th>
<th>Microvolts</th>
<th>dB</th>
<th>Microvolts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>89.1</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>8.91</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>891</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>89.1</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>8.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>70.8</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>7.08</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>708</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>70.8</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>7.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>56.2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5.62</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>562</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>56.2</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>5.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>44.7</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>4.47</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>447</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>4.47</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>4.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>35.5</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>3.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>2.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>2.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>1.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>1.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To use, follow these examples:
26dB down on 10mV = 20dB = 26dB = 46dB = 50μV.
Stage unaligned gives 300μV, aligned gives 1mV; gain is 50dB - 40dB = 10dB.

Table 1: Voltage/DB conversion table.
(0-100dB to 100mV - 1μV)
transmission, levelling off to a minimum 1-25MHz higher.

On the lower frequency side, i.e. to the left in Fig. 4, we see a level top and then a more gradual fall-off towards the sound carrier than at the transmitter. The 33-5MHz sound carrier is seen to sit on a shelf (steady!) at 26dB below peak or 20dB (one tenth) below vision carrier. We need to stop the sound signal appearing on the screen, yet we need to preserve some sound in order to get a 6MHz intercarrier i.f. output from the vision detector. Experience shows that a 6dB down from maximum is about right.

At 2MHz lower still (31-5MHz) another trap is used to remove any trace of the vision carrier of the next channel higher up.

Two other "markers" are shown in Fig. 4(a), and although they are sitting in typical positions their precise location varies with the set and its designer's whim. The colour subcarrier comes at 35-07MHz (39.5-4.43MHz) and there is a "bandwidth" marker at 34-65MHz. If this particular frequency rings a bell, it is the invariable choice of vision i.f. for 405 lines and is also a convenient indication of satisfactory bandwidth at 625 lines.

**Conditions on 405 Lines**

Before looking at Fig. 4(b) go back to the lower half of Fig. 3 where the 405-line transmitter spacings have been set out on the same scale as our channel 33 example above. Note the differences: sound is 3-5MHz below vision, the channels are 5MHz apart, with 1-5MHz between the vision and adjacent channel sound carriers, and the slope of the vestigial sideband is 0-7MHz either side of the carrier instead of 1-25MHz. Two other differences also affect the alignment. First the sound is amplitude modulated (a.m.) so we cannot use the intercarrier sound technique. This obliges us to use the full 38-15MHz sound i.f. and hope that the tuner doesn't drift. Secondly the vision is positively modulated, so the sound/vision ratio will vary with picture content.

Because the sound and vision signals change over places in the mixing process in the tuner, the i.f. response curve is the reverse of that on 625. We have shown it tucked into the 625 curve (dotted). With the vision carrier at 34-65MHz - 6dB down - at the left-hand side, the sound carrier is therefore 34-65 + 3-5 = 38-15MHz while the vision carrier of the next channel down is another 1-5MHz on at 39-65MHz. The other possible source of interference, the next sound channel up, is at 1-5MHz below vision i.f., i.e. 33-15MHz. So traps are fitted at 33-15, 38-15, and 39-65MHz and you will note that the sound trap at 38-15MHz is as deep as the rest, for we no longer require any sound left at the vision detector to provide the intercarrier signal. 40dB or more rejection is in fact needed for sure-fire killing of all sound-on-vision.

We deliberately ghosted in the 625 curve as most old sets are dual-standard ones. As Vivian Capel described in the April 1972 issue, most 405 only sets can be aligned by eye. Notice how the 625 response takes up the 405 shape by simply switching in three extra traps. Notice too that the 33-5MHz 625 sound trap (the one that gave the shelf at 26dB) has been left in. This is common practice since with a vestigial sideband roll-off of only 0-7MHz below the vision carrier the transmitted signal ends at 34-65 - 0-7 = 33-95MHz, almost half a megacycle in front of the trap which therefore will not influence the curve shape much. This is why dual-standard sets must be aligned by the book: adjustments made on one system are bound to affect the other.

**Intercarrier Sound**

Why do we use the intercarrier sound system on 625 lines? Imagine that we didn't and that the set had a true 33-5MHz sound i.f. strip. This could be done just as easily. The i.f. strip would be sharply tuned, with a bandwidth of 100kHz at the most.

Unfortunately however most tuners used on u.h.f. drift much more than this during the first half hour of use, while most of the push-button mechanisms do not have a reset accuracy anything like as good. So if you turned the set on for the news you would have to get up to it again before the weather forecast. To avoid this we take advantage of the
two — vision and sound — crystal controlled transmitters which, give or take a co-channel offset, are exactly 6MHz apart. The signals will stay that way right through the receiver regardless of the detuning the mechanism produces. It makes sense therefore to pick off this 6MHz beat at the vision detector and to amplify it further as the sound i.f. With it goes an awful vision buzz, but because this is a.m. while the sound is f.m. the limiting action of whatever type of discriminator you use will kill it off — provided you have kept the signal ratios right at the beginning. The 405-line a.m. sound, usually amplified at 38.15MHz, would drift just as badly if it were on u.h.f.: but it isn’t, so the need does not arise.

**Continental Conditions**

Not having a pre-war 405-system to tie them down to channel 1 most Europeans use 625 lines on v.h.f., as well as u.h.f. The channel spacing is 7MHz on v.h.f. and 8MHz on u.h.f. where the channel allocations are just like ours. Their sound is 5.5MHz from vision, however, which accounts for the buzzing we get on foggy nights, and the vision i.f. carrier is usually 38.9MHz. This makes the rest of the i.f.s: vision carrier 38.9MHz; sound carrier 33.4MHz; colour sub-carrier 34.47MHz; adjacent sound 40.4MHz v.h.f., 41.4MHz u.h.f.; adjacent vision 31.9MHz. Notice that they are not tied like we are to 41.5MHz.

Frequently imported sets arrive aligned to these frequencies, and in a minimum-effort exercise the importers simply adjust the 5.5MHz sound to 6MHz and leave the rest untouched. This can give rise to patterning or interference in some areas.

So much for basic theory. Let’s move towards the practical side of things by next taking a look at the types of circuit used to provide the required receiver response.

**Tuned Circuits**

The five basic types of tuned circuit are shown in Fig. 5. It’s sometimes a job to recognise them as such however due to the way in which they are drawn in circuit diagrams. When trying to understand a circuit, first attempt to subdivide the tuned circuits into signal circuits and traps. The former enable the wanted frequencies to pass from one stage to the next, whilst the latter reject unwanted sections of the frequency spectrum.

Taking these circuits in order, the basic simple tuned circuit is a single coil which is normally adjustable by means of a threaded iron dust core inside the coil former. This tunes the coil in conjunction with a series or parallel capacitor. If this is not immediately obvious from the circuit you can safely assume that the designer is using the self-capacitance of the coil, its capacitance to the associated screening can or the coupling capacitor to the next stage to do the tuning. The gain and bandwidth of the circuit depend upon its \( Q \), or magnification. The higher the \( Q \) the greater the gain but the narrower the bandwidth. Frequently circuit damping is used to broaden the bandwidth by lowering the \( Q \). This can be done by adding a parallel damping resistor, by using thinner wire, smaller cores, a screening can, or by having a high \( L/C \) ratio.

To broaden the bandwidth without losing gain a pair of high \( Q \) coils, both tuned to the same frequency, can be mounted close together so that they affect each other. This coupling combines the response curves of the pair to give a single response curve with two humps and a trough at the centre frequency. The ideal flat topped bandpass response can be nearly attained by carefully varying the coupling in design. In some cases this becomes an alignment adjustment.

Various forms of bandpass coupling can be encountered. There is mutual coupling by coil proximity (ask your Dad!). Mutual coupling by a ferrite or dust core — probably swivellable. Top capacitance coupling — see Fig. 5(b). Bottom capacitance coupling — the coaxial lead connecting tuner output to the i.f. deck for example. And bottom inductive coupling — a small winding common to both coils.

The test for a true bandpass design is to pass a signal through at centre frequency, damp the secondary heavily and tune the primary for maximum. Then transfer the damping to the primary and tune the secondary for maximum. When the damping is removed the response

![Fig. 5: Types of tuned circuit and their effects on the i.f. response.](image-url)
against the input frequency from the generator, say every 200kHz, a response curve can be drawn as shown above.

Fig. 6: Plotting a response curve using a simple signal generator and output meter. If the output voltage is plotted against the input frequency from the generator, say every 200kHz, a response curve can be drawn as shown above.

The curve should lie symmetrically around the centre frequency.

Series rejectors are a means of removing an undesired spot frequency, such as own or adjacent sound channels. They work by presenting a dead short at the required frequency. The Q of the circuit determines the depth of the rejection and is fixed in design by adjustment of the L/C ratio of the components.

Parallel rejectors work the opposite way, showing a high impedance at the chosen frequency. They are usually found in emitter or cathode circuits when heavy negative feedback at a particular frequency is required.

When a very deep rejection is needed a bridged T trap – see Fig. 5(e) – is used. This takes the form of a balanced bridge. Adjusting the coil determines the frequency while adjusting the resistive leg determines the Q or trap depth. Suckouts of the order of 60dB can be obtained in this way, but not without modifying the overall response shape – the high Q produces a pop-up on one side of the trap. This will steepen the side of a response curve or make it necessary to provide further trapping.

There are other means of shaping the response – usually not self-evident by looking at the circuit – but once a panel has been checked on a sweep generator their purpose is made clear. This is all the more reason for us to press on to the more practical aspects of alignment.

**Signal Generator Alignment**

Time was when alignment was universally carried out with a signal generator and an output meter. Although sweep generators and oscilloscope displays have ousted the other two in common use, they nevertheless remain the tools of the basic alignment method as well as providing a check upon your sweep gear.

In the signal generator and output meter method (Fig. 6) an output meter (such as an Avometer) is connected across the vision detector load resistor, set to read about 2-3V d.c. The set's a.g.c. is immobilised by a fixed bias supply or battery, and the signal generator is applied sequentially across the inputs to the i.f. stages, starting at the back end and working forward to the tuner. The tuned circuits are adjusted appropriately as you proceed – rejectors for minimum reading, signal circuits for maximum. When complete, the response curve can be plotted as a graph – as in Fig. 6 – by reading off the output throughout the passband at every 0.25MHz say. This is a laborious method, and it does not permit you to see what effect any one adjustment has on the coils that have been aligned so far. The curve plotted should however agree with the trace of the same set as seen on a sweep generator. This gives a useful check on the test gear.

**Sweep Generator Alignment**

Although used exclusively in set manufacture the sweep generator (wobbulator) and display ('scope) method of alignment is viewed by most service engineers with some trepidation. And justifiably so, as it is often possible to produce any curve shape you wish merely by altering the test rig and leaving the set alone.

The sweep generator replaces the signal generator used in the previous method while the display oscilloscope replaces the meter across the vision detector load. By applying the oscilloscope's X sweep voltage to some device inside the sweep generator, such as a varicap diode, the frequency of the sweep generator's output can be varied right through the i.f. passband in perfect step with the horizontal scan of the oscilloscope. If the sweep generator's output voltage is maintained constant regardless of frequency, then any variation in the receiver's output will be due to changes of i.f. gain with frequency. Thus the display will plot continuously the graph shown in Fig. 6 as the familiar response curve. To be able to see the entire vision i.f. response at once makes alignment more accurate and simple.

A snag for retailers and field engineers is that for every different make of set the manufacturer's own favourite brand of testgear will be specified. Don't let this put you off however, because once you have set up your own test rack it will tell you all you want to know about anybody's i.f. strip without much additional effort. The only variables you will encounter will be the probes for injecting and extracting the signals, the bias arrangements, and the damping resistors. Happily these seem to get handed down from one generation to the next.

**Sweep Speed**

Too high a sweep speed will distort the trace at just about every stage in the hook-up – the varicap may not be able to follow the voltage change from the 'scope, the set may intermodulate, and the time-constants in the detector and the probes could smooth out or phase shift the result. Conversely, too slow a sweep rate produces a flicker or even makes only part of the trace visible, it enhances noise, and it reproduces spurious signals. A good compromise is 50Hz, and there is no reason why the mains should not be utilised via a transformer to feed a sweep voltage to the wobbulator and give the 'scope its X scan at the same time.

**Markers**

There was a time when an error of 500kHz would not matter at all that much. Not so today. As we saw earlier, the 6MHz difference between the vision and sound transmitter outputs is used to give us our sound i.f., while it is important to set the adjacent sound trap at 41.5MHz in areas still getting channel 1. We also noticed how important it is to sit vision carrier exactly 6dB down from peak, and to shape the other side of the curve correctly to avoid intercarrier buzz and sound-chroma beats.

We didn't get round to mentioning automatic tuning control (a.f.c.), so we had better do so now. By detuning the early u.h.f. monochrome sets you used to be able to take up a vast number of alignment errors. This is not possible with colour sets, and if there is a.f.c. it will bring your aligned...
Bias Supplies

Sweep alignment requires that the a.g.c. line is clamped to a fixed bias. Otherwise the a.g.c. will fight the sweep generator and try to straighten out the response. It cannot win, due to the small amount of d.c. we have just said is present at detection from a sweep signal. Alignment is normally carried out at about the level required to transfer the a.g.c. to the tuner ("crossover") about which more anon. Trying to align at maximum gain makes for a noisy trace with much instability.

The majority of bias needs can be met by using a 1.5V or 4.5V battery with a potentiometer across it. If a small variable power supply, 0-20V, is available however this is better. Often you can use a transistorised i.f. strip's own l.t. supply by clipping a 5kΩ potentiometer from l.t. to chassis. Observe the polarity demanded by the design of the set, and take care with transistor strips using forward a.g.c. — as most do. These give the required trace size with two settings of the potentiometer, one when forward bias is applied and the other with reverse bias. You will never get the strip to align if you are on the wrong one.

Sweep Generators

The number of readers with access to a Polyskop can probably be counted on the fingers of one foot. In fact carefully disguised enquiry puts the number of workshops with any sort of sweep generator as "small", and those that use the thing regularly as "smaller still". Apart from the very expensive instruments made for the manufacturing side of the industry, the selection of generators available is virtually non-existent. Some of you may still have a Telecheck from the old 405 days. These will still function on 625 if you recall that the i.f. band covers the same group of frequencies but reversed.

Philips have introduced their PM5334 into this gap in the market. For about the price of their colour bar generator it covers 3MHz to 860MHz in eight bands and has three fixed and one variable marker — the latter can be modulated and its output made available separately for use as a signal generator as well. Also included is a floating bias supply, 0-30V at 50mA, hefty enough for use on radio repair work as well.

At the lower price end of the scale there are various kits. Even less expensive but not too accurate is the adaptation used by the writer of an unrequired pattern generator which tuned down to channel 1. The pattern was discarded,
making the output c.w., and a primitive varicap diode consisting of a doctored loudspeaker with metal foil across the centre gauss dust filter was fitted across the r.f. oscillator tuning capacitor. A variable 50Hz supply from a 6-3V heater transformer vibrates the speech coil, with the result that the bit of foil and the speaker body become a variable capacitor at mains rate. This modulates the “signal generator” at mains rate, sweeping it through the i.f. band, whilst the full 6-3V drives the scope X amplifier in step. For the experimenter willing to try it this will give acceptable results on sets of some age, but we would hesitate to approve its use for colour. Nevertheless it’s an excellent introduction to sweep alignment and an ideal tool with which to learn the craft at minimum cost.

**Signal Probes**

To accommodate all the probes specified in all the manuals would take a fair sized nail in the wall. Usually however you can manage with half a dozen. You need one for valve sets, one for transistor i.f.s and two for the tuner i.f. points. Add to this list a mixing unit to add the markers. There is no special magic about probes. They exist to ensure that the sweep generator, looking out, sees 75Ω. At the same time their loading on the circuit being adjusted should not tilt the trace. For most modern transistor work a low input impedance is desirable and the ±8 probe shown in Fig. 8 (b) is favoured.

**Displays**

Most oscilloscopes provide suitable displays, but the smaller the screen the harder it is to see to set traps well. Depending on the hook-up, the X deflection may need bringing out to drive the sweep generator, or switching off so that the sweep generator – or 50Hz – can drive it. If the mains is used to drive the sweep generator the flyback gets modulated as well as the forward trace, so it either needs blanking out or made “phase shiftable” so that both traces coincide. The ideal display size is 1in., and most commercial X-Y displays are this size. If you were thinking of having an attempt at the transductor sweep generator we have just described you might also be tempted to produce a display from a discarded TV set. An old 14in. set that still works is ideal. You substitute a dummy load for the line end. You may need a small series resistor to reduce loading effects, and possibly a 2,000pF capacitor across the coaxial lead to reduce noise and spurious signals.

These then are the tools of alignment, and before we proceed next month to their use may we utter a word of caution. Until you are thoroughly conversant with i.f.s, leave tuners severely alone.

**Display Probes**

The simplest type of display probe (see Fig. 8 again) consists of a coaxial lead with crocodile clips at the receiver end. You may need a small series resistor to reduce loading effects, and possibly a 2,000pF capacitor across the coaxial lead to reduce noise and spurious signals. As the forward trace, so it either needs blanking out or made “phase shiftable” so that both traces coincide. The ideal display size is 1in., and most commercial X-Y displays are this size. If you were thinking of having an attempt at the transductor sweep generator we have just described you might also be tempted to produce a display from a discarded TV set. An old 14in. set that still works is ideal. You substitute a dummy load for the line end. You may need a small series resistor to reduce loading effects, and possibly a 2,000pF capacitor across the coaxial lead to reduce noise and spurious signals.

These then are the tools of alignment, and before we proceed next month to their use may we utter a word of caution. Until you are thoroughly conversant with i.f.s, leave tuners severely alone.

**CONTINUED NEXT MONTH**
IC Sound Circuits for the Constructor

Luke Theodossiou

One of the first incursions made by i.c.s into TV sets was in the sound section. The TAA350 limiter/amplifier and TAA570 limiter/amplifier/demodulator were quickly introduced into a number of chassis to take over the intercarrier sound channel, and the circuit techniques they employed are still used in the latest intercarrier sound i.c.s. The scene then changed, as i.c.s took over in all sorts of other parts of TV chassis. This rather took the spotlight away from the sound section.

There has followed a kind of generation game, as increasingly more sophisticated families of i.c.s have been announced and have later appeared in TV chassis. At the present time a host of new i.c.s have been proposed by i.c. manufacturers for the next generation of TV chassis, and once again changes are likely in TV sound circuitry. There are two main developments. First a number of combined intercarrier sound/audio output i.c.s, and secondly some audio i.c.s which require an absolute minimum of peripheral components. The purpose of this article is to introduce these new devices to readers in a more tangible form than by merely showing circuits and block diagrams. In fact the author picked two i.c.s, one of either variety, from the selection at present being offered by the i.c. manufacturers and tried them out practically. The main criteria for the choices were that the devices selected should be readily available from retail outlets - something which is not always the case with the very latest components that have yet to be adopted in current production chassis - and that the external circuitry should be as simple as possible. There is no inherent reason for the latter point except that it does enable a more accurate assessment to be made of the way in which i.c. technology is developing for the next generation of receivers.

One other point that concerned us was the obsolescence of the GE PA263 audio i.c. which is now no longer obtainable. This i.c. was used for the audio section of the Television colour receiver and has been used in one or two imported sets, for example the Philco Tommy monochrome portable. Some readers may therefore find that they need a modern replacement which has similar operating conditions.

**Complete sound channel**

The first circuit to be described is a complete sound channel using the National Semiconductor LM1808. This is an 18-pin d.i.l. device which performs the functions of i.f. amplifier and limiter, detector, d.c. volume control, and audio power amplifier. No external heatsinking is necessary if the heatsink pins on the i.c. are soldered to a sufficiently large area of the copper on the p.c.b. When used with a 24V supply and a 16Ω load it provides about 2W output. The power amplifier is both thermally and short-circuit protected. This device is a combination of the LM3065 sound i.f./detector i.c. (with an improved volume control circuit) and the LM380 audio power amplifier.

As the circuit (Fig. 1) shows, there are very few peripheral components. The input can be taken from any

---

**Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the sound channel unit.** See text and Fig. 3 for matching the ceramic filter to the source impedance of the signal input circuit. Since L1 was designed for use at 10.7MHz, C7 is added across it to bring the resonant frequency down to 6MHz.
point after the vision detector in the TV set, but because a ceramic filter is in this case used to extract the 6MHz signal this must be fed from the correct impedance – 47Ω. Fig. 3 shows the various arrangements possible to give correct matching. The 6MHz signal enters the i.c. at pin 13. R2 serves to bias pin 13 from pin 12 and also to match the output of the ceramic filter. The detected audio signal appears at pin 8 and may be taken from this pin to an external amplifier. De-emphasis is applied by the 10nF (C3) capacitor and the signal is then capacitively coupled (C4) to the power amplifier section whose input is at pin 16. A potentiometer connected between pin 7 and chassis varies the d.c. level of this pin and therefore the degree of attenuation of the signal. Note that as it is a d.c. volume control the potentiometer can be situated some distance away from the board without the necessity of using screened cable.

The quadrature coil used in the prototype was a Toko unit designed for 10.7MHz operation. So a shunt capacitor (82pF) was used to reduce the frequency. There is no reason why the individual constructor can’t wind his own coil, or use a spare part from practically any set which uses an i.c. quadrature detector circuit.

The output is taken from pin 1 through the d.c. blocking capacitor C10 to the loudspeaker. The Zobel network comprising the 2-2Ω resistor R4 and the 220nF capacitor C9 in series is present to ensure stability, particularly with a reactive load such as a loudspeaker.

Construction of the unit is very straightforward and should present no difficulties to the experienced constructor.

The circuit will work with a wide range of supply voltages – the upper limit is 30V but it is not recommended that the unit is operated at this voltage since there is a chance that the supply voltage may rise from its nominal value (e.g. due to mains voltage fluctuations) in which case the i.c. could be destroyed. If the supply voltage is reduced by an appreciable amount from the nominal value of 24V the

Fig. 2. P.c.b. details and component location diagram for the complete sound channel using the LM1808 i.c. The i.c. may be obtained from D.T.V. Group Ltd, 126 Hamilton Road, London SE27 5SG. The ceramic filter and Toko coil are stocked by Ambit International, 37 High Street, Brentwood, Essex CM14 4RH.
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Fig. 2. P.c.b. details and component location diagram for the complete sound channel using the LM1808 i.c. The i.c. may be obtained from D.T.V. Group Ltd, 126 Hamilton Road, London SE27 5SG. The ceramic filter and Toko coil are stocked by Ambit International, 37 High Street, Brentwood, Essex CM14 4RH.
470Ω resistor R3 feeding pin 6 will have to be reduced to allow sufficient current to flow to the internal zener diode stabiliser which feeds the i.f. and detector sections of the i.c. The stabilised voltage at pin 6 is around 11.5V.

**Audio amplifier circuit**

The audio amplifier circuit shown in Fig. 6 may not be the simplest seen by readers but has certain advantages over other i.c.s which have a similar function. First it features externally set closed-loop gain. This means that more external components than would otherwise be required are necessary for circuit operation but gives the advantage that the unit can be used with a variety of input signal levels. In fact with the gain set fairly high the unit can be used with a volume control as a general purpose audio amplifier. This can prove very handy in the workshop. It is worth bearing in mind however that the higher the gain the higher the distortion level, etc. In other words the amplifier's performance is directly related to the set gain.

Another advantage of this particular i.c. — the Texas Instruments SN76018 — is that it is housed in a new 5-pin plastic package rather similar to the TO220 transistor case. This leads to reduced mounting problems as compared to conventional d.i.l. i.c.s with cooling tabs — particularly when, as with this i.c., additional heatsinking is necessary. In this case a simple piece of aluminium with a single fixing hole is all that is required, although the prototype used a proprietary heatsink which offers better thermal performance and is readily available.

It is expected that Texas will use this versatile package for other i.c.s but at present only three audio i.c.s employ it. One of these has a higher output power capability and short-circuit and thermal protection. At the time of writing however the device used in this project is the only one readily available.

Once again construction is very straightforward and provided the p.c.b. layout is faithfully followed no problems should be encountered.

The input signal is applied to pin 2 via the coupling capacitor C1. C3 prevents instability if the source impedance is high or a long input lead is used. R1 and R2 form a potential divider which, through R3, provide pin 2 with bias at half the supply rail potential. C2 removes any supply rail ripple which may otherwise be injected at pin 2 and appear at the output. The input impedance of the amplifier is governed by the value of R3 and the input resistance of the i.c. itself. With the value given for R3 the input impedance will be in the region of 45kΩ.

The closed-loop gain is defined by R4 and R5 in the ratio $A_v = (R_4 + R_5)/R_4$. R5 is chosen to be equal to R3 so that the input bias currents of the differential input pair of transistors in the i.c. are approximately equal. C4 sets the lower frequency limit, the gain at this frequency being 3dB down when the reactance of C4 equals R4. C5 serves to ensure amplifier stability.

The output is taken from pin 4 via the output coupling capacitor C7 to the speaker. R6 is there to form a path to ground in the event of no load being connected to the output. In the absence of R6 the coupling capacitor will not be polarised; a d.c. voltage equal to that on pin 4 will thus be applied to the speaker when this is connected and could damage it.

As with the previous circuit this one will work with a wide range of supply voltages — from about 14V to 28V. The load impedance is not important except in as much as it defines the actual output power for a given supply voltage. It is not recommended that it is reduced below 8Ω however. Depending on the heatsink being used, with higher supply voltages it will be happier driving a 16Ω load because of the higher dissipation. The output power into 8Ω with a supply of 26V is 9W at 10% distortion or 7.5W at 1% distortion.

The author feels that these circuits can be put to a variety of uses, and at the very least give an indication of the way in which the latest i.c. technology is currently being applied.

![Fig. 7. P.c.b. details and component layout diagram for the audio amplifier circuit. The i.c. and heatsink (type TV35) are available from A. Marshall (London) Ltd, 42 Cricklewood Broadway, London NW2 3ET. Both this board and the p.c.b. for the sound channel circuit are available from Readers PCB Services Ltd, PO Box 11, Worksop, Notts.](image)
MINIATURE VHF AERIALS

Pat Hawker

The coming of UHF television to the United Kingdom brought with it one significant advantage: the gradual removal (deliberate or by wind or metal fatigue) of an enormous number of long metal rods from the rooftops. The old Band I channels were in particular responsible for long, awkward and potentially dangerous structures: in comparison the Band III arrays were far more manageable. The current standard UHF arrays are relatively neat and only a few people carp at their appearance. Today many of the physically largest arrays are those for VHF/FM sound radio.

Despite its susceptibility to interference due to Sporadic E propagation, ignition and electrical interference, Band I remains a useful means of reaching difficult areas. Band III is probably - at least from an area coverage viewpoint - the optimum band for domestic TV broadcasting.

Before many years, with the final ending of 405-line transmissions, there will be an opportunity to re-engineer Bands I and III, possibly for domestic TV, possibly for educational or other special purposes. Will it then be necessary to put all that metalwork back on the roofs? A Channel 1 reflector can be 3.3m (about 11ft) long: a four-element Band I array is a massive creature to erect, a constant source of worry during its lifetime and a positive danger when it comes down.

Indoor aerials

What are the alternatives? SET-top aerials may deliver enough signal but are affected by movements in the room or in the street outside. Loft aerials are often satisfactory but nearby metalwork such as water storage tanks can cause problems. Their performance may be affected by snow on the roof - and for Band I there may not be sufficient space.

Outdoor aerials

Could outdoor aerials be made smaller without seriously reducing their bandwidth, directivity and pick-up, or seriously increasing the cost? The answer increasingly would seem to be "yes", using one of several promising recent techniques, though there are still unknown economic factors. The most promising ideas seem to be ferrite loading and miniature active aerials. In addition there are ideas for providing directional characteristics with only a single element, although these may provide only low sensitivity.

Dielectric loading

If an aerial functions in a dielectric-filled atmosphere its dimensions can be scaled down by a factor depending on the relative permittivity of the dielectric. This remains true even if the aerial elements are merely coated with materials of high permittivity. For several years there has been work along these lines in both the USA and the UK, using powders such as barium-titanate or special ceramic ferrite materials. Reduction factors of up to ten have been reported. While the motivation for this research has usually been for radio communications, particularly military communications, it has been recognised by several firms that the technique may have application in the future to TV reception. It would be particularly suitable as a means of reducing the length of Band I aerials.

Miniature active aerials

In the late sixties, the work of Professor Hans Meinke and Dr H. Lindenmeir of the Munich Technical High School showed how the size of TV receiving aerials could be significantly reduced by integrating active devices with compact aerial structures. A transistor for example may act not only as an amplifier, as in a masthead amplifier, but also to enable a good noise match to be achieved without frequency-dependent matching networks, so achieving bandwidths normally associated only with full-size structures.

Amplifier problems

Considerable care is needed in the selection of the active device and the design of the matching amplifier to ensure that the system is not vulnerable to cross-modulation in the presence of strong local signals or signals on frequencies which may be remote from that of the required channel.

At Montreux in 1969 a number of miniature active TV receiving aerials were described, including a Band I active dipole only 30cm high with a top capacitance plate 30cm in diameter. Although the dipole element can be reduced in size, the spacing between elements in Yagi-type arrays

![Fig. 1: The terminated loop aerial and its associated polar response.](image)
RCA "Mini-state" Aerial

Fig. 2: Basic elements of the aerial system.

Fig. 3: Block diagram of the system.

Fig. 4: Circuit diagram of the aerials and associated amplifier and matching system.

Fig. 5: Typical Band I response.

Fig. 6: Typical Band III response.

Fig. 7: Typical u.h.f. response.
cannot be similarly "miniaturised" and the Munich active aerials have found more application in h.f. communications than for TV reception.

**Terminated loop**

The problem of providing directional characteristics in a single miniaturised element can be overcome by using the terminated-loop (sometimes called "a two-port loop aerial") however – see Fig. 1. This is a variation on the normal "loop" bi-directional aerial widely used in radio reception.

The terminated-loop, which was originally developed in the 1920s by H. H. Beverage, has a resistor (and reactance) opposite the feed-point, and provides a cardioid response pattern with a front-to-back ratio usually better than about 12dB. A small aperiodic loop of this type thus itself provides the directional characteristics which are desirable for TV reception, without the problem of non-miniaturised element spacing.

**RCA "Mini-state" aerial**

A recently developed active-aerial system by RCA, called the "Mini-state" (see Figs. 2-7), provides a horizontally-polarised system covering 54-888MHz (the USA does not use channel 1) and 174-216MHz, and incorporates a separate full-size structure for u.h.f. (470-800MHz) all within a circular protective radome 21 inches in diameter and 7 inches thick – it looks rather like a pole-mounted flying saucer. The weatherproof radome has the broadband v.h.f. aerial in the form of two semicircular aluminium bands wrapped around the outer rim of an 18-inch circular plastic foam platform. The Yagi-type u.h.f. aerial consists of a dipole, reflector and five directors which fit into recessed pockets moulded into the top surface of the foam platform. Since the u.h.f. array is completely surrounded by the v.h.f. element, special stubs, forming filters, are cut in the v.h.f. element, thus in effect providing additional u.h.f. elements without affecting the v.h.f. performance.

On v.h.f. the output from the loop is fed to a matching amplifier using a low-noise 2SC1424 transistor biased for the relatively high collector current of 14mA to minimise cross-modulation, at a noise figure of 3.25dB - in Band I the amplifier provides 20 to 24dB gain at a noise figure of 4.5dB. The u.h.f. amplifier provides 12dB. A small aperiodic loop of this type thus itself provides the directional characteristics which are desirable for TV reception, without the problem of non-miniaturised element spacing.

**Aerial rotation**

The system is supplied with or without remote aerial rotation facilities. The complete weight of the radome is about 5-5lb. It’s claimed that the aerial is suitable for use up to 35 miles from high-power stations on v.h.f. or u.h.f. This is stated to be a conservative figure and it’s said that in many areas excellent pictures are received at distances of 40 miles. This represents field strengths of around 66dB (reference 1µV) on Band I from a 100kW e.r.p. station, about 74dB on Band III (316kW) and 82dB at u.h.f. (with an American super-power 5MW station).

A particular advantage of the terminated loop is the existence in the response pattern of deep nulls which can be used to reject unwanted signals.

The RCA "Mini-state" system includes a hand-held rotary control and display unit, with the ability to "fine tune" the direction of the circular aerial structure. It’s claimed to be suitable for indoor and outdoor installations in situations where a full-sized v.h.f. array would not be convenient. Steps are taken in the design to minimise the risk of cross-modulation from other TV stations or from local v.h.f./f.m. sound broadcasts.

**Unidirectional dipoles**

In areas close to a TV transmitter, receiving aerial directivity – to reduce or eliminate ghosting – may be significantly more important than signal pick-up. It is not unknown for a multi-element array to be used in conjunction with an attenuator. In conventional practice the way to achieve directivity is to use several elements. The result for v.h.f. is a physically large array.

![Fig. 8: Experimental miniature unidirectional dipole for Band I TV reception, developed at the Toshiba Research Centre.](image)

A rather different concept, though related to the terminated loop, has been proposed in Japan: the unidirectional dipole (see Fig. 8).

The aerial closely resembles a shortened folded dipole, but with the connections between the ends of the two dipole sections made via impedances (for example a capacitor in series with a resistor) rather than directly. It then acts like a terminated loop or an extremely close-spaced two-element array.

Front-to-back ratios of up to 30dB have been achieved experimentally, giving a very useful degree of directivity. It should be noted however that the maximum signal output will be reduced below that of a conventional dipole, possibly by some 13dB.

This means that such aerials would not be suitable for weak signal areas. But in "noisy" urban locations the signal-to-noise ratio obtained will be higher than with a standard dipole because of the directivity.
There are three basic models in this series, a rather pretty 17in. set, and 20in. and 24in. receivers with rather more sedate styling. Those who have frequent contact with the G8 colour chassis will find that these black and white models pose few problems. To those not acquainted with the G8 however, servicing the 320 chassis can be a bit of a headache — due to the use of several unusual design features which mean that fault-tracing techniques must depart from the well worn paths used in hybrid or valved designs. In the main the chassis is pretty reliable. Thus when faults do develop the repairer is unlikely to be able to pounce on the source of the trouble blindfolded and with one arm tied behind his back whilst at the same time filling in his football coupon, as he can with some designs, because he is unlikely to be called upon to service these sets so regularly.

It is a relief therefore when the complaint is only that the fuse went pop. Since this is the most frequent complaint we'll start at this end of the set (the mains input and power supplies) and plod on from there.

The Mains Input

From the on-off switch the mains is applied to either side of a bridge rectifier, one lead via a fuse. Note that neither side of the mains goes to chassis. This means that the chassis is always at half mains potential whichever way round the plug is wired. So point number one is that the chassis is always live when the set is working and must be respected accordingly.

The fuse is the first item to warrant attention. If it has failed, look at it. If it doesn't look distressed and is rated at 1-25A, replace it with a 1-6A one. As a matter of fact, if the fuse hasn't gone and it's a 1-25A one still replace it with a 1-6A one (so there). If the fuse is blackened, suspect the mains filter capacitor (C4622) which has a habit of shorting at odd moments though proclaiming its innocence when checked with a multimeter. It must be replaced if suspected since it serves to absorb those nasty high-voltage spikes which tend to appear on the line at odd moments and can spell disaster to solid-state devices such as thyristors, bridge rectifiers and the ordinary run of transistors etc.

Quite often however we tend to pounce on the filter capacitor and subject it to all manner of indignities (cutting off its extremities with wire cutters for example) when in fact the fault lies elsewhere. It should be abused in this way only when there is no short recorded on the meter.

In a fair number of cases it will be found that the fuse has blown because the bridge rectifier is at fault. It may be thought that there is little to say about replacing a bridge rectifier, and indeed there isn't if the exact replacement is used. In fact however there are several perfectly acceptable alternative types (Rect 65A for example) which will fit in and perform correctly.

Looking at this type of bridge, it will be seen that whereas one end is squared off the other is inclined. So if the exact replacement is used it can be fitted the same way round without looking at the polarity markings. This cannot be done with a different type however and the polarity markings must be examined to ensure it is fitted in the right way round. Ah ha! you may say, you'd soon find out if you fitted it the wrong way because it would blow the fuse. Not so, because there is no electrolytic to object to the reversed polarity.

In fact there is nowhere to go at all since the thyristor is in the way and this certainly won't conduct if the polarity of its input is wrong. Ah ha! you may say (or Ah so! if the rising sun is ascendant), the meter will soon show you what time it is. Quite so unless a gremlin has pressed the polarity button on the meter. Nobody could fall for that one, could they? . . . Oh yes they did, they did!

Now let's get back to the blown fuse. If it is not blackened but has definitely blown, again check for shorts. If none are found, check the thyristor. If this is short-circuit they? . . . Oh yes they did, they did!

Looking at this type of bridge, it will be seen that whereas one end is squared off the other is inclined. So if the exact replacement is used it can be fitted the same way round without looking at the polarity markings. This cannot be done with a different type however and the polarity markings must be examined to ensure it is fitted in the right way round. Ah ha! you may say, you'd soon find out if you fitted it the wrong way because it would blow the fuse. Not so, because there is no electrolytic to object to the reversed polarity.

In fact there is nowhere to go at all since the thyristor is in the way and this certainly won't conduct if the polarity of its input is wrong. Ah ha! you may say (or Ah so! if the rising sun is ascendant), the meter will soon show you what time it is. Quite so unless a gremlin has pressed the polarity button on the meter. Nobody could fall for that one, could they? . . . Oh yes they did, they did!

Now let's get back to the blown fuse. If it is not blackened but has definitely blown, again check for shorts. If none are found, check the thyristor. If this is short-circuit the h.t. will have risen to an unacceptable level and the neon 5609 will have fired to call attention to this state of affairs.

Regulated Power Supply

Let's chat for a moment about the thyristor and its attendant bits and pieces. Some readers may not be quite clear about this type of voltage regulation and how it works. Having read all about it they may still feel uncertain, possibly because of some of the terms used. In simple terms, and cutting out the niceties, we can look upon the thyristor as a gate which is opened at a particular time during the mains input waveform in order to pass current — as opposed to a diode which conducts as soon as the voltage across it rises sufficiently, passing current the whole time that the voltage across it permits this.

A thyristor can be used direct from the mains or via a rectifier, provided the rectifier's output is not smoothed. If the voltage applied to the thyristor was smoothed it would conduct whenever the gate had been opened, thus acting as a diode — whatever you did to the gate you couldn't shut it. So the input has to fall in order to shut the thing off. This of course happens if the input is not smoothed or is not rectified. Once the input falls sufficiently the device cuts off and doesn't start conducting again until not only the input rises but the gate is also opened. Because of this
characteristic we can time the thyristor's period of conduction, narrowing this to a very short burst before it's again cut off by the falling input. In this condition the output doesn't amount to very much and the h.t. is low. Opening the gate earlier results in the thyristor conducting for a longer period, allowing the h.t. to rise to the value required. Any further rise shortens the time during which the gate is open, i.e. the thyristor's conducting period, due to feedback control action. The feedback circuit monitors the input and output voltages, using the latter to move the gate opening time up or down the reverse side of the slope of the input waveform.

This is quite nice when the control circuit is working properly and the thyristor is in good condition so that it is able to respond to the control voltages.

Fault Finding

By and large the control circuit is pretty reliable and the main trouble is with the thyristor. Two types have been used, a black one coded BT100A/500R and a gray one coded BT100A/02. The black one is not as reliable as the gray one so wherever possible the latter type should be used.

If a thyristor is defective with an open-circuit internal connection it won't conduct no matter what voltage is applied to its gate. There will then be no h.t. at its cathode, i.e. at the 400µF reservoir capacitor C4625. But let's get this bit straight first. We said the reservoir capacitor (C4625) and not the smoother (C4626). Mistaking the two can be a painful experience since it's quite likely that the smoothing resistor R4644 will be found open-circuit, shutting off the h.t. but leaving C4625 fully charged and quite willing to hand out a clout before you can say May's out.

If R4644 (33Ω) is open-circuit, switch the set off and bridge a resistor across the defective one or connect it across C4625. Merely shorting the charged capacitor to chassis with a screwdriver blade is a very nasty habit indeed: life is a lot quieter if say a 33Ω resistor (almost any low value will do) is used to discharge C4625.

If there is no h.t. at either capacitor tag check back to R4639 (the 1052 surge limiter) which could well be open-circuit. Since there is no capacitor lurking around to remain charged after switch off little more need be said on this score.

If h.t. is present at both sides of R4639 and the choke (R4635) is intact the h.t. will also be on the anode of the thyristor and if it's not present at the cathode one is immediately posed with a question: is the thyristor defective (open-circuit), or is it not being turned on at its gate?

The first check in this event should be at the junction of C5624/R5647 where 1.6V should be recorded. This should vary when the set h.t. control R5634 is adjusted. If there is no voltage here a few more checks are needed in the control circuit. Check the BC147 transistor, diode D5607, the zener diode D5603 and the s.c.s. BR101 (D5604). Philips recommend that the BA154 diodes D5607 and D5608 be changed to type BAW62 or BA318 – particularly if the h.t. rises to over 165V.

We have not yet met a defective BR101 yet but this is probably because we have not handled a large number of sets using it. Note that it's an s.c.s., not the diac commonly found in this position.

It may be only a coincidence but we have had two cases where the 0.22µF pulse coupling capacitor C5624 has been dry-jointed to the print. In consequence the thyristor has not been turned on although 1-6V has been present at the junction of this capacitor and R5647. This is worth bearing in mind on lots of other sets as well, since the importance of this capacitor is often overlooked.

Well now, if the control circuitry is not at fault we are left with suspicion of the thyristor and as we have already said if it's a black one change it for the gray type for better reliability.

Checking the Thyristor

It's easy to check a thyristor for functioning (to prove whether it is open-circuit or is leaky) provided one wants only a rough check and not a 100% conclusive one.

For a leakage test, remove it completely and identify the anode, cathode and gate. Switch a meter to the lowest ohms range. Apply the positive probe to the cathode and the negative one to the anode. There should be no meter reading. Briefly short the gate to the anode and a steady reading of about 20Ω should be recorded (once it's turned on it stays on). Any variation from this is an indication that the device is faulty.

If this seems a queer test from a polarity viewpoint remember that with the meter on the resistance range the positive probe applies a negative potential and that the positive potential will be applied to the anode by the negative probe. All this will be old hat to those experienced in servicing solid-state sets. There are many who are not so sure about this type of circuitry however and it is beyond doubt that the majority of the faults encountered will concern the power supplies. It is for this reason that we are dwelling a little over the details.

To continue then. A thyristor can also leak. It then behaves more like a diode, i.e. it doesn't wait for the gate pulse to turn it on. Therefore the h.t. rises. Note that in this circuit the device is preceded by a rectifier, so leakage will not immediately blow the fuse as it would if the a.c. was applied directly to the thyristor as in some other designs.

HT Voltage

Having got the circuit functioning we must ensure the output voltage is correct. For lasting reliability it should be adjusted (R5630) to a little below 160V. The makers recommend 158V. If this results in slight lack of width, connect the link across L2442 in the line output circuit.

There are times when the h.t. voltage will be found to be no more than 90V. This happens when the line output stage is inoperative, and is a safety measure. Investigation will probably reveal that the fuse FS2618 has failed or that the thermal cut out R4465 is open (if this type of resistor is fitted – early versions did not have the thermal cut out).

General Handling

The panel is hinged on the left and once the right side fixing screws are removed it can be swung open to enable most items to be got at. There are times when it is more convenient to turn the set on its side and carefully let the panel down, supporting it where necessary so that no strain is imposed, or to remove the panel altogether. Note that some receivers have a small subpanel with four diodes in place of the bridge rectifier. If a replacement BY179 is used, capacitors C5628 and C5629 must be fitted to the main panel. The chassis of the smaller (17in.) set is hinged at the bottom, with the two fixing screws at the top.

COMPLETE CIRCUIT OVERPAGE MORE NEXT MONTH
Minor modifications will be found in some sets. The follow R2407 is 8-2kΩ, R2414 is 3-3kΩ with a 10μF electrolytic (R2416) is connected between TP18 and chassis, and R240 of the HT1. In the sound output stage a 100Ω resistor (R233 2-2Ω in some sets.)
Philips 320 chassis

3 points should be noted. Where IC2401 is type TBA720Q, capacitor (C2420) in parallel, R2415 is 1kΩ, a 10kΩ resistor is either 2.7kΩ or 3.9kΩ and is connected to chassis instead of IC2401. Where IC2401 is type TBA720Q, Chrysler 320 chassis. A 100kΩ resistor is connected in series with the base of T2303 and R2337 is 1MΩ.
THE ITV "Oracle" Teletext service, which has been running since July 1975, is provided jointly by London Weekend Television, Thames Television and ITN, under the overall control of the Independent Television Companies Association. Thames Television provides the Oracle signals for the London transmitter on weekdays, LWT taking over at the weekends. Both companies also provide an Oracle feed for the ITV network, so that the regional companies can add the Oracle Teletext service to their transmissions.

Three digital computers, one each at ITN, LWT and Thames, are used to generate the Oracle data signals. They are backed by 1-2 million word disk units and are linked together via 1200 baud PO circuits. The editors at ITN produce their own news magazine while LWT produces the general information content of the service — weather, travel, consumer news etc. The data produced by ITN and LWT is stored on the LWT and Thames computers so that it is available for transmission.

**System Control**

Data is fed into the computers via purpose built visual display units (VDUs) whose operators can call up any page for editing or amendment, using the comprehensive text manipulation facilities built in. One row is used to provide the operator with information about the page — whether it’s on transmission, which control bits have been set and so on. In addition, the VDUs act as input/output control devices for the system. Any system faults or errors — for example faults on the interlinking data circuits or sync disturbances to the insertion equipment — are reported to the VDUs.

Special interfaces are required to insert the data from the computers onto the normal video signal. They are driven by one-second buffers which enable the computers to carry out other operations whilst a continuous stream of output data is maintained. The insertion interfaces identify the four lines during the flyback blanking intervals used for the Oracle transmissions. They operate at 6-9375MHz (444 lines during the flyback blanking intervals used for the TV line frequency), the basic pulse train being provided by the authors of the system. Any system faults or errors — for example faults on the interlinking data circuits or sync disturbances to the insertion equipment — are reported to the VDUs.

**Page Access Time**

The Oracle transmission cycle, i.e. the time taken to transmit the sequence of pages, is around 30-35 seconds, depending on how many pages are being transmitted. The pages are not sent out in strictly numerical fashion however, a priority system being used so that the viewer has much quicker access to pages, such as news, carrying important information. The index pages (100, 200 etc.) are transmitted out of sequence once every 50 pages during the cycle. The magazine pages are transmitted twice each complete cycle — thus access time to these pages should be half the worst case cycle time.

The quick access priority page system results in a slight increase in the access time for non-priority pages, since the total cycle time is increased. To reduce access time further, multipages (self-changing pages) are transmitted once only each cycle, so even if they are magazine pages they cannot be displayed faster than thirty seconds after selection. The sequence in which the multipages appear is fixed but the point at which the viewer starts to receive them is random — he may get page B first, followed by pages C and then A for example. For this reason information which is strictly sequential editorially is not usually assigned to multipages.

**Specification Improvements**

The ITV engineering and editorial teams have been experimenting with a number of improvements to the basic Teletext specification. These are shown in the accompanying photos and are as follows:

- **Hold:** This enables horizontal transitions to be made from one colour to another in graphics displays without the normal black band caused by the space occupied by the control character for the new colour. The hold system instructs the decoder to repeat the previous graphic character in the new colour control character space, giving uninterrupted colour changes.

- **Double height:** Rows of characters can be displayed at twice the normal character height — but with the normal width. This could be of great help in subtitling television programmes, since the double-height characters can be read at a distance much more easily.

- **Non-contiguous graphics:** This technique uses the graphics mode to display characters as discrete blocks within the basic graphics cell.

- **Background colour:** This enables graphics and alphanumeric characters (i.e. letters and figures) to be displayed separately on different background colours.

**Networking**

At present, Oracle Teletext signals are being transmitted seven days a week during normal transmission hours in the London ITV service area. As mentioned at the beginning Oracle is also available via the network to ITV regional stations. There is no problem where the regional station is simply taking a programme feed from London. Where Oracle has to be added to a local video signal however special equipment is necessary. For this purpose a "data bridge" has been developed. Basically this consists of a data regenerator which takes the Oracle signals from one video source and retimes them to the local sync so that they can be added to the local video signal. Since there are a number of stand-by lines from London to many of the regional stations the Oracle signals can be sent down these lines while regional stations are transmitting locally-generated programmes and inserted on to the local video via the data bridge. Data bridges are already in operation at Anglia TV and ATV Birmingham, and as part of the current experimental Oracle service it is intended to install data bridges in all programme companies, enabling Oracle to be transmitted nationwide during the normal transmission hours.
NEW FACILITIES - DOUBLE HEIGHT

STANDARD HEIGHT  DOUBLE HEIGHT

Standard height characters are ideal when space is limited, but double height is more easily readable at a distance, and can be used for emphasis.

Double height characters are easier to read at a distance.

NEW FACILITIES - "HOLD"

This allows transition from colour to colour in the graphics mode without any gap.

Without HOLD;

With HOLD;

Showing the principle of "hold", which gives colour transitions without a gap between.

NEW FACILITIES - NON CONTIGUOUS GRAPHICS

This facility displays graphics characters as discrete blocks within the graphics cell.

Contiguous;

Non-Contiguous;

An example of graphics without "hold".

The same display with "hold".

NEW FACILITIES - BACKGROUND COLOUR

Allows both graphics and alphanumeric characters to be displayed against a colour background.

Non-contiguous graphics.

Background colour.
SEPTEMBER brought a considerable slowing down in reception conditions. Signals received here were mainly via MS (Meteor Shower) though there was a little Sporadic E early in the first week. The hot dry weather has ended and during the past two weeks there has been a lot of rain with thunder storms at times. I for one played safe and switched off whilst lightning was in the vicinity, rather than trying my luck at lightning scatter reception!

My log reflects the unspectacular reception over the past four weeks. Hopefully others may have fuller logs.

1/9/76 DFF (East Germany) ch. E3, 4; TVP (Poland) R1 – all MS.
2/9/76 DFF E3, 4; DR (Denmark) E3; CST (Czechoslovakia) R1 – all MS.
3/9/76 RTVE (Spain) E2, 4; RTP (Portugal) E3 – all Sporadic E.
4/9/76 DFF E4; TVP R1 – both MS; TVP R2; RAI (Italy) IB – both SpE.
5/9/76 DFF E4 – MS.
6/9/76 DFF E4; TVP R1 – both MS.
10/9/76 DFF E4; ORF (Austria) E2a – both MS; CST R1 – SpE.
11/9/76 DFF E4; DR E3, 4; WG (West Germany) E2; NRK (Norway) E4 – all MS.
12/9/76 DR E4 – MS.
13/9/76 DFF E4; CST R1 – both MS.
15/9/76 DFF E4; TVP R1; RTVE E2 – all MS; unidentified SpE signal on R1.
17/9/76 DFF E4 – MS.
18/9/76 DFF E4; TSS (USSR) R2 – both MS.
20/9/76 DFF E4 – MS.
22/9/76 DFF E4; TVP R1 – both MS.
23/9/76 DFF E4; DR E3 – both MS.
24/9/76 DFF E4; DR E3; RTVE E2 – all MS.
27/9/76 DFF E4 – MS.
28/9/76 DFF E4; CST R1; TVP R1; ORF E2a; RTVE E2 – all MS.

The Tropospherics improved on the 21st towards the South and South-East, assisting the usual low-level reception of French stations at u.h.f. and producing one new transmitter – Cherbourg FR3 on ch. E62. Generally, the log shows that the trend towards the quieter months is settling.

News Items

Mauritania: We understand that a television service is to be established within the next two years, operating in Band III. A TV centre and facilities are to be established at the capital of Nouakchott. This country is SW of the Spanish Sahara. Libya: Further expansion of the television service is planned within the next year or so, with several new transmitters throughout the country and the introduction of colour. USSR and Thailand: “Viddo” magazine reports that Vladivostok in the far east has commenced transmitting in colour (SECAM). The same source reports that Thailand will be changing some of its transmissions to system B 625 lines, from the present system M with 525 lines. The change will start in the Surat Thani province.

Iraq: A reader tells us that the Iraq Television Service has been transmitting PAL colour since early 1976. We are hoping to obtain further information on this topic.

ARA – A New Propagation Mode?

East German Radio (Radio Berlin International) publishes a regular journal in English. A page from the Autumn issue was recently sent to me, describing a possible mode of signal propagation which was mentioned in this column some while back. It arises from heating effects in the E Layer by high powered radio transmissions. To summarise the article very briefly: The Earth is surrounded by layers which assist the propagation of radio signals. At times – particularly during periods of high sunspot activity – flares occur on the Sun’s surface, causing severe radiation. The radiation eventually reaches Earth and causes a blackout in the Ionosphere after about 8-10 minutes, followed some 18 hours later by a magnetic storm at the Earth’s Poles – known as an Aurora. Tests have been carried out in several parts of the world with a view to influencing the Ionosphere by man-made means. This has resulted in the generation of an artificial cloud of free electrons within the E layer, and this is capable of reflecting v.h.f. signals. The cloud is formed by using a high-power radio signal to heat the E layer. The effect was first noticed over the high-power Droitwich LW transmitter – the electron temperature was found to be 45°C higher than normal. One experiment in the USA involved the use of a 5MW 5MHz radio signal beamed directly upwards to heat the gas. This caused expansion and increased ionisation.
along the Earth's magnetic lines, allowing low v.h.f. reflection between Phoenix, Arizona, and Socorro, New Mexico. The heating effect has come to be known as ARA – Artificial Radio Aurora.

**Tropospheric Signs**

To conclude our recent notes on Tropospheric reception conditions in various parts of the country, Keith Hamer and Garry Smith have provided information on signal conditions in Derby when the Trop opens up. The first indications of this are improved reception from Lille, N. France, on ch. F8a, with BRT (Belgium) chs. E2, 10 slightly behind. NOS (Holland) then starts to lift on chs. E5 and 6, also Langenberg (West Germany) ch. E9. By this time Belgian u.h.f. signals on chs. 25, 28 and 43 should be present along with most NOS channels. As with Band III however the first u.h.f. signal to come in is Lille.

Signals then continue to improve, and the North German Band III and v.h.f. stations are received, with DR, DFF and if very good TVP on ch. R9. Early morning usually gives DFF on chs. E6, 11 and at times E8, and WDR E9, 10, 11. DR is commonly received on all the Band III channels, and if early morning conditions are good then NRK (Norway) will appear on chs. E5, 6, 9, 11 and it’s suggested that SR (Sweden) is looked for at u.h.f.

As can be seen, the Tropospheric characteristics differ considerably in the various parts of the UK, depending not only on area but also on local terrain. Generally one must be vigilant, certainly if new to this hobby, but those with several years’ experience can often judge when signals will be in. Personally, the best Tropospheric reception at Romsey is usually during the period prior to 1000 local time and at such times signals can become very strong.

One must be aware of the effects of ducting, when for example DFF will be received in Band III whilst there is absolutely no sign of West Germany. At times Band III will be very active with little on u.h.f., often vice versa, while at times both are equally well received. Judging by recent photographs seen here our friends in Holland have succeeded with u.h.f. reception of TSS (USSR) over an extremely long path, and unlike recent years I feel we must revise our terms of reference regarding distances. Perhaps this year may see Yugoslavia or Italy received at u.h.f. in the UK!

**Australian TV Channels**

Bob Copeman (Sydney, NSW) has sent us a copy of the new proposed channel allocations for Australia. The v.h.f. channels remain as listed in my DX-TV book but the u.h.f. allocations differ somewhat. Bands IV and V are restricted compared to the UK, with Band IV consisting of chs. 28-34 (526-582MHz limits) and Band V chs. 39-63 (614-814MHz). Signal characteristics are identical for both v.h.f. and u.h.f. – 625 lines with a 5MHz video bandwidth and sound – vision spacing of 5.5MHz.

**New UHF Aerial**

We are showing a photograph of an interesting new aerial being introduced by Wolsey Electronics, type HG36. It has 16 director assemblies which are similar to the bowtie type dipole used. This gives high gain for grouped operation, i.e. there are group A, B and C/D versions. No wideband (i.e. all Band IV and V) version is available. A full specification is awaited.

**From our Correspondents . . .**

Despite the rather dismal conditions of late we’ve had another full mail bag. An interesting letter came from a Polish TV engineer working in Tripoli, Libya. Kajetan Adamski has installed several wideband yagis and obtained a Sanyo TV receiver. With this set up he’s received many European stations via Sporadic E, several Arabic and Italian signals in Band III via Tropospheric reception. He expects improved results when his new system (double stacked u.h.f. arrays) is erected. Unfortunately Kajetan didn’t include his address on the letter, only on an envelope, and by the time the letter arrived here the envelope had long since disappeared! Can you write again please?

Jonathan Brisley (Peterborough) has had considerable success using an Ekco Model T415F – with both Sporadic E and Tropospheric signals, judging by the long list sent in. Ch. E4 is blocked in his area by a local ch. B5 relay – we’ve suggested a notch filter which should remove the sound splatter.

Geoffrey Hunt (Hull) also has a problem with i.f. selectivity when his Bush Model TV161 is switched to 625 lines. One approach is to cut the i.f. switching mechanism, allowing the detector switching to continue to change the video polarity but retaining the 405-line i.f. bandwidth. Another approach to the problem is to make use of separate i.f. video selectivity panels such as the surplus G8 units currently on offer at 25p each (see this column, March 1976). Such units can be inserted between the tuner i.f. output and the input to the main i.f. strip. Suitably aligned (or in this context suitably misaligned!) they can narrow the i.f. pass band considerably. These should be so arranged that they can be switched out of circuit.

Finally Dr. E. Duncan (St. Andrews, Fife) has been using a BRC 900 chassis for monochrome DX and an indication of his recent good Trop reception is the accompanying shot of a Danish test card received on Band III at over 550 miles. Eric comments that this year Sporadic E was at a consistently high level from May 4th to August 27th. During this period he logged RTVE (Spain) on 53 days, with TSS (USSR) a close second at 51 days!

**Chinese Television**

*Video and Audio-Visual Review* recently published a survey of television in mainland China. Some of the more important details are summarised below.

The Chinese television service has been received in Australia via both F2 and TE, and until recently has been noted using both the 0249 type test card (the old monoscope card used by Russia) and a small checkerboard. Hong Kong can readily monitor Chinese television of course but as yet we have no contacts there. Our main
sources of information are the World Radio TV Handbook and observations of reception by DXers – mainly in Australia.

Because of its vast size TV transmissions in China are on

the v.h.f. channels, below 100MHz. As in Eastern Europe, the OIRT standard is used, on channels R1-5 inclusive plus an additional channel just l.f. of ch. R2 (57.5-75MHz vision, 64-25MHz sound). Colour is being transmitted on an experimental basis from Peking and several other centres, the system, at least for the present, being a form of PAL. China is understood to be still considering the eventual system to adopt, both PAL and SECAM systems having been subject to considerable experimental evaluation in Peking.

Peking has two channels, ch. R1a (as above) and ch. R3, both using 5kW transmitters. Other cities have only one Band I channel available and from powers given in the WRTVHB the effective coverage would be relatively small.

Canton now relays Peking-2 (in colour) in Band III, in addition to the Canton-1 transmissions on ch. R1a. Programmes are limited to three hours during the evening period on the first programme with only four evenings of Canton-2 programmes from Peking.

Dependence seems to be placed on the use of relay transmitters rather than microwave links between stations for much of the networking of programme material. This is seemingly one-way, from Peking outwards. An example is Shanghai which has a local TV production centre but inserts Peking programmes when the occasion demands. Considerable development has taken place in Shantung, with programme origination from Tsinan and programmes relayed from Peking. Both Shensi and Sinkiang provinces have had television available for over five years. The latter originates from a centre at Urumchi. Tibet now appears to have a form of TV service, though still in an experimental stage.

The Anhwei province service is centred on Hefei, with a number of mountain-top relays. Hefei again produces its own programmes and also inserts Peking (Colour). The Hangchow transmitter in Chekiang province on ch. R1a relays Shanghai and in turn Peking, again using RBR techniques (rebroadcasting off-air pickup). The Shanghai transmitter is listed as being on ch. R5, with only 500W, but has an active production centre producing considerable programme material for its own area, again with network insertion of important Peking output. Nearer to Peking, Shantung has developed TV relays quickly with material provided from either Tsinan or Peking.

South west of Peking in the mountainous province of Chinghai TV has been in operation since 1971. Numerous relay transmitters have been built to relay the output of the main centre at Sining. North of Peking in Heilungkiang province (Manchuria) some 20 transmitters/relays centred on Harbin carry the local or Peking programmes. The situation in Hopeh, south of Peking, is the same. Wuhan and Kansu similarly relay local or Peking programmes whilst Kiangsi is covered from the Nanchang centre. Kiangsu province, with the main TV centre at Nanking, has over 50% coverage, relaying both local and Peking outputs. Kwantung Television is monitored off-air in Hong Kong from the ch. R1 output at Nanking.

The programme material tends to be rather dull to Western taste. The main themes are education, instruction and political awareness. Films and locally produced programmes reflect the ideals of Chairman Mao Tse Tung, and there are numerous stage shows depicting the triumphs of Communist workers and attacking various groups. There are no domestic soap operas or "westerns".

Once the colour system has been finally decided upon a considerable expansion in local receiver production should commence. There is already a thriving industry, based on a "cottage type" production.
Faults Encountered...

The last few weeks have been busy ones for us. Being at a popular holiday resort, we get plenty of holiday makers’ sets which have broken down, mostly portables. The common trouble here is when the battery connections have been reversed. “I only connected it that way for a second.” Diagnosis is relatively simple, just follow the burn marks… But many other and varied faults come our way.

Low Brightness

We were recently called to attend to an ITT Model CK402 suffering from low brightness. The set is fitted with the CVC2 wired chassis, and had been doing sterling service at a local hotel – having had all its front control knobs removed to prevent fiddling. As in later ITT colour chassis, the reference voltage for the beam limiter circuit is the PL509 line output valve’s cathode voltage. The bypass capacitor here (Ch29, 200µF) was found to be open-circuit, upsetting the operation of the beam limiter circuit. Similar symptoms on other sets fitted with this chassis have been traced to a faulty beam limiter transistor – TXh1, BC116. It’s also worth checking the two 50µF electrolytics Cp2 and Cp3 in the –20V line when brightness difficulties are experienced on this chassis, since this line is used in the beam limiter circuit. These electrolytics are now getting old and drying out. If the brightness limiter circuit is working correctly on these sets, the brightness control should be at approximately two thirds of the way round its travel for a normal picture, and it should be possible to black out the screen with the “set limiting” control Rh3.

ITT Colour Sets

There seem to be a lot of ITT colour sets in this area, and receivers fitted with the later CVC5 and CVC8 chassis often come our way. Though we say that, it should nevertheless be pointed out that our experience of these sets has been very favourable. They have proved to be relatively trouble free, those faults that have appeared mostly having fallen into the simple stock fault category. The pivoted chassis with component identification on both sides of the panel is a great help.

Curious EHT Discharge

In one recent case however we had a rather trying fault. The problem was severe high-voltage discharge from the e.h.t. cap, damaging the tripler, the cap itself and the e.h.t. lead. The first time it happened we thought a new tripler assembly was all that was required – after cleaning the tube flare and checking for excessive e.h.t. Within a couple of weeks however the same thing occurred. This time we again collected the set, giving our customer a loan set, and made a thorough investigation. We could find no fault other than the obviously defective tripler. We had no alternative therefore but to return the set and check for dampness in the house. None could be seen to our unpractised eyes, but we made sure that the set was moved away clear of the wall.

You’ve guessed it of course, within a short time we were presented with the same failure. This time we returned the set to the regional ITT depot for examination. It came back with the comment “no fault found, may be due to dampness…” In the meantime the loan set, of the same type, displayed exactly the same symptoms and had to be replaced. After discussion with ITT’s representative – whose interest and help in this difficult situation must be acknowledged – it was decided to fit a larger e.h.t. cap and a sleeve over the e.h.t. lead from the tripler. This finally cured the trouble. I have not come across another set of this type – except the loan one – that reacted quite so violently to what must have been a case of dampness.

LT Regulator Modification

From time to time we are called upon to replace the AD161 20V regulator transistor on sets in this series – usually because of a hum bar on the picture. There is now a modification kit (no. 12682) in which the AD161 is replaced with either a 2N5296 or a TIP31. The modification is already incorporated in later CVC9 chassis. The associated transistor T45d is changed to type BC171B, R372d is changed from 820Ω to 390Ω, and, on the CVC9 chassis only, R373d is changed from 36kΩ to 22kΩ and R374d from 75kΩ to 82kΩ. Assemble the 2N5296 or TIP31 as follows. Lightly smear both sides of the mica washer (see Fig. 1) with silicone grease and replace the washer on the inside of the heatsink, followed by the transistor, with its metal body downwards. Then fit the solder tag and bush – the thin part of the bush goes through the tag and the transistor’s mounting hole. Insert the screw, ensuring that the bush is correctly positioned so that the transistor and its tag are isolated from the screw and the heatsink. Screw the nut on the outside of the heatsink, and ensure that the assembly is securely tightened. Replace the red wire from the board with a 3µin. lead of similar type, fit the plastic spacer on to the transistor’s headcut pins, and attach the wires as shown – ensuring that the joints are...
large enough to prevent the spacer falling off. Solder the white wire (on some chassis this is an r.f. choke) to the solder tag. If the 2N5296 has a centre leadout wire, clip this off. In the case of the CVC9 chassis check the setting of the R41d, adjusting if necessary for 20V on the regulated supply VI. In other sets adjust R41d for 31.2V at the junction of R41d/R373d and check the setting of the tuning presets.

No Luminance

A non-stock fault we encountered recently on a set fitted with the CVC8 chassis was no luminance. We traced the luminance signal with a scope and found that no signal was present at the emitter of the luminance emitter-follower T23d. The base-emitter junction of this transistor is protected by a 1N4148 diode (D20d), which turned out to be the culprit.

Multiple Symptoms, Single Cause

The symptom on another CVC8 we were called to recently was sound coming on normally, but once the line whistle could be heard the sound cut off abruptly, and all that could be seen on the screen was a barely discernible horizontal white line. So we were presented with no sound, no field scan and very low brightness. The connection between these faults is the link between the boost rail and the sound muting circuit – see Fig. 2. The idea is to mute the sound during the warm up period, i.e. before the line pulse gated a.g.c. circuit comes into operation, when the i.f. stages are operating at full gain. Muting is effected by returning the audio amplifier triode’s grid leak resistor R75d to chassis via diode D57h. When the set has warmed up, returning the audio amplifier triode’s grid leak resistor R75d to chassis via diode D57h. When the set has warmed up, the sound during the warm up period, i.e. before the line oscillator starting up and the line output stage coming into operation however, the line drive waveform is fed via R407h and C298h to the junction of the v.d.r. R409h and D57h. As a result of the action of the v.d.r. a negative potential is developed at this point. This negative potential reverse biases D57h and biases off the triode section of the valve, thus muting the sound channel. In this particular set C302h was found to be short-circuit at full boost voltage. In consequence the voltage to the field charging circuit was removed, hence no field scan; the reverse bias remained on D57, hence the sound cut off; and no voltage to the tint control in the c.r.t.’s grid circuit, hence reduced brightness.

Disappearing Picture

On yet another CVC8 the picture would disappear after about two to three minutes, the line whistle and sound remaining although there was no brightness. The line drive measured at the grid of the line output valve became progressively less and less, until it became so low that the PL509 was showing signs of distress. Suspicion was first directed at the feedback width stabilisation circuit since this part of the circuit has been responsible for such symptoms in the past. It follows the usual arrangement, with flyback pulses fed back to a v.d.r. in the valve’s control grid circuit, the v.d.r. establishing a negative bias proportional to the amplitude of the flyback pulses. The bias is offset by a positive voltage derived from the boost line – via the dealer and factory width controls. Fault finding here is usually relatively simple, most troubles being due to high-value resistors increasing in value. In this instance however nothing wrong could be found in this part of the circuit, so we decided to investigate the line oscillator circuit. This consists of a PCF802 acting as a sinewave oscillator. We found that the voltages in the pentode section were all wrong: the cathode was low at 15V instead of 37V, the anode high at 215V instead of 165V and the screen grid low at 160V instead of 220V. Clearly the pentode section wasn’t passing its normal current, due to the low screen grid voltage. It turned out that the 220Ω screen grid feed resistor R399f had increased in value to 75kΩ. This massive increase in value had had less effect on the screen grid voltage than one might suppose because of the very low screen grid current being passed. The moral is, just because there’s a reasonable voltage on the screen grid, don’t assume the feed resistor is o.k.

No Results

We also encountered a defective ITT Model FT110 recently. This is the imported 110° set with the combined line timebase/switch-mode power supply circuit. The fault was no sound or brightness and the tube heaters out. Line whistle could be heard however and the switch-mode power supply was working normally since the stabilised 230V, 163V and 28V lines it provides were all present. There were no 20V or 24V supplies however. These are derived from the E.W diode modulator circuit in the line output stage, and we discovered that one of the modulator diodes, D507, was defective – showing the same d.c. reading forwards and backwards. The c.r.t. heaters are fed from another winding on the line output transformer: it seems that they were not alright due to the loading effect of the defective D507 on the transformer.

No Line Oscillator Supply

I’ve moaned before in these pages about the convoluted way in which Sony circuit diagrams are drawn, making it difficult to see the circuit action when trying to track down an awkward fault – or even in some cases quite simple faults. Here are a couple of recent cases. The first case was a Sony Model KV1330UB with no sound or raster. A number of supply rails are derived from the line timebase,
and if the line oscillator stops working so does everything else. During normal operation the line oscillator's supply comes from the flyback transformer (this is not the line output transformer, which is separate), but there is a start up supply to get the oscillator working before the later stages in the line timebase come into operation. In fact the line oscillator did start up momentarily after switching on. It's a relatively simple matter to connect an external 12V supply to get the oscillator started again, and then proceed in the normal manner to trace the fault. In this case the rectifier (D513) which provides the line oscillator's supply after "warm up" was faulty. Not a difficult one, but a clearer circuit would have made things a lot easier. In this connection I hope that the simplified circuit shown in Fig. 3 will save the time of other engineers confronted with this sort of trouble.

Dark Area on Screen

The second case was a Sony Model KV1800UB which displayed a picture the top half of which was very dark with the bottom half relatively normal. There was no noticeable effect on the sound. The symptoms were intermittent, but became progressively worse until the complete screen was dark, colour only being visible, i.e. no luminance, although from time to time the brightness level would suddenly increase to normal. The fault was eventually traced to the blanking transistor Q508 (see Fig. 4). In our diagram the relationship between the fault symptoms becomes obvious — but take a look at the Sony circuit where Q508 is quite remote from the luminance transistors Q151/Q153 and the interconnection is far from obvious.

Poor Resetting and Drift

Perhaps the only weak point on the Hitachi Model CFP470 and related models is a tendency towards poor resetting, sometimes accompanied by tuner drift. Usually a new tuner unit is required, but beware when fitting the replacement tuner since the connections to plug A differ. When used in Models CFP470 and CSP680 the pink lead is connected to A4 and the white lead to A5. When the same tuner is used in Models CAP160 and CEP180 however the connections are the reverse, i.e. the pink lead should go to A5 and the white one to A4. Since the white lead is the a.f.c. lead and the pink one the a.g.c. lead, reversing the connections produces very similar symptoms to those you started off with, i.e. tuner drift and low gain. In fairness, Hitachi now send these tuners out with a different A plug — the pink and white leads are now separate and are not part of one big plug as they were originally — and a clear diagram and explanatory note are enclosed. This is not the case with older replacement units however, and one we received the other day nearly caught us out.

Dead Set

A local dealer brought along a Grundig Model 5011GB recently, saying that it was dead, i.e. no sound or raster though the tube heaters were alight — the channel selector
numbers were also illuminated. His engineers had discovered that the scan-derived low voltage supplies were missing and, assuming that this was due to the line oscillator not working, had replaced the line oscillator module. This hadn’t done the trick, neither had replacement of the two thyristors used in the line output stage. Now the scan-derived supplies, including that to the line oscillator module, are obtained from a winding on the line output stage input/commutating transformer, and for this reason the line oscillator has to have a start supply to get it going. It seemed to us that the start voltage was missing, and this proved to be the case. The start supply is provided by
No Colour

Intermittent no colour was the complaint on a Telefunken Model 633. By the time it had been brought into the workshop however the colour had gone altogether – a much better state of affairs for fault finding. We disabled the colour killer - by linking together TP205 and TP206 - and discovered that there was no colour sync. Attention was then turned to the burst amplifier/phase detector section of the decoder therefore, and the scope was brought into action. This revealed that the chrominance signal and gating pulses were reaching the burst stages, and that amplified bursts only were present at the collector of the phase discriminator driver transistor TR211. So these stages were cleared of suspicion. The next step was to check the d.c. voltages in the following d.c. amplifier TR212 (see Fig. 5), and the collector voltage here was found to be low at only 1V instead of 10V. TR212 itself turned out to be o.k., as did its load resistor R274 and the capacitors in the circuit. The fault in fact turned out be due to imbalance in the phase discriminator circuit, as a result of which TR212 was being incorrectly biased. Replacing the two discriminator diodes D205/D206 and their 100kΩ load resistor R266/R267 restored normal operation. And in case you think there is something vaguely familiar about this Telefunken circuit – yes, it’s the Decca 30 chassis!

Capacitor Troubles

Which brings us back to UK chassis. We have recently had to deal with a couple of intermittent faults on the Bush Model CTV1222 – the A823AV chassis. The first was another case of intermittent chrominance. This time the set would work normally for hours at a time, but the colour would eventually disappear and could be persuaded to return again only when the set was switched off and left to cool down. During the investigation we discovered that when pin 2 of the SL917A chrominance processing i.c. was touched the colour returned. This is the 4.43MHz reference signal input pin, the signal coming straight from the 4.43MHz crystal. The fault was eventually traced to the 27pF tuning capacitor 3C9 in the oscillator circuit.

The second intermittent fault on one of these sets was sudden alteration of the line frequency – the line speed would suddenly change for no apparent reason. Again the trouble was due to capacitor failure, in this case 5C14 (250pF) which is the quadrature feedback capacitor in the reactance transistor section of the sinewave line oscillator circuit.

Sound Buzz on One Channel

In another of these sets there was a definite buzz on the sound when channel 63 was tuned in, but only if the a.f.c. was in the on position. There was normal operation on the other two channels available here. The fault was cleared by careful readjustment of the cores of the coils (1L14/5) in the a.f.c. discriminator circuit.

Tuning Drift

Tuning drift on this chassis has predictably been caused by the TAA550 tuning voltage stabiliser i.c. The stabilised voltage at pin 8 of 1Z3 – or across the i.c. itself if this is more easy to measure – should be 33V ±1V. The Rank service department tell us that when working on this unit the following modifications may assist. If necessary, alter the value of 1R27 to 470Ω, 1R34 to 2.2kΩ, and 1R36 to either 1-2kΩ or 2-7kΩ.

The SCS Field Oscillator

Finally, the silicon controlled switch field oscillator circuit. We’ve had several problems with these in recent times. The symptom most often encountered is no field scan, but I’ve also known the s.c.s. to be responsible for intermittent low field amplitude. Apart from direct replacement of the component little can be done to check it since direct connection of test instruments to an s.c.s. is not advised. So diagnosis is confined to eliminating associated components and substituting the s.c.s. itself. Perhaps a simple explanation of the operation of a typical circuit may assist. That shown in Fig. 6 is used in the Philips G8 chassis.

During the forward scan the s.c.s. W445 and the discharge transistor TR448 are off. The charging capacitors C451 and C452 charge from the 45V line via R449 and the height control to produce the basic scan waveform. The flyback occurs when W445 is suddenly switched on. The resulting voltage developed across R446 switches TR448 on to provide a discharge path for C451/2. The switch-on of W445 is controlled basically by the timing circuit R444 and C442 (R441 forward biases W443). When C442 has charged sufficiently for W445’s anode to be positive with respect to its anode gate (the voltage being set by the field hold control R439) it will switch on. The exact firing of the s.c.s. however is controlled by the arrival at its anode of a positive-going field sync pulse via C530. W525 is included in the circuit to prevent the field sync pulses being short-circuited by C442 and W443. During the flyback W443 cuts off and C442 discharges via R446, W445, W525, R441 and R455. C442 and R441 determine the flyback time.

We have also encountered this device in RRI receivers.

![Fig. 6: Silicon controlled switch field oscillator circuit used in the Philips G8 chassis.](image-url)
In early 1974 the Chief Engineer at ITT's Hastings television factory called a meeting of a small group of his colour TV engineers. He told them that the company planned to market a fully solid-state chassis by Christmas of the following year to supersede the long popular CVC5-CVC9 series of hybrid chassis, and that it was their job to design it. The objectives laid down were not modest. The new chassis had to be ultra-reliable, easy to service, and simpler to make than its predecessor. Reliability headed the list because of the reports of the problems other setmakers had had when changing from hybrid to solid-state colour chassis. It was considered vitally important that the new chassis should be without reproach in this respect.

**TYPE OF TUBE**

The first point that had to be agreed upon was the type of tube to use. The previous chassis had been fitted with 90° delta-gun tubes and had established a reputation for above average picture quality. These tubes are difficult to converge and set up however. Worse, particularly from the viewpoint of rental organisations, is the need to readjust them for best results as the convergence circuits age. The c.r.t. selected for the new chassis was the RCA 90° Precision-In-Line (PIL) tube which has the great advantage of being already fully converged and purified, requiring no adjustment throughout its life. It has been described in some detail in previous issues of this magazine, so we won't go over the principles again here. Briefly, it's an in-line gun tube with a slotted shadowmask and vertical RGB phosphor stripes, and with a precision toroidal scanning yoke which is permanently fixed to the tube. Except for the cathodes, the guns have common electrodes, giving high axis-to-axis efficiency and almost eliminating the effects of differential thermal changes between the guns. The only slight problem with this arrangement is that the cut-off points of the three guns cannot be matched by the conventional technique of adjusting the first anode controls. So a slightly different technique is used - varying the d.c. levels at the three cathodes.

**BALANCED LINE OUTPUT CIRCUIT**

One aspect of the toroidal scanning yoke troubled ITT's engineers - the fact that although the enamelled wire is multi-coated the line and field coils touch. Because of this RCA recommend a maximum voltage rating of 750V peak on the line coils relative to the field coils, though when questioned it was said that the yokes had been satisfactorily tested at much higher voltages. It seemed therefore that the problem - that the line flyback pulses, at about 900V, were 150V above the recommended maximum - was not so great as anticipated at first. Nevertheless it was decided to play safe and run the line output stage in a balanced arrangement, i.e. with a split line output transformer primary winding (see Fig. 1). If the field coils are considered to be at about chassis potential, the balanced arrangement means that no part of the line scan coils will be at more than 450V peak relative to the field coils. This gives a handy safety margin which fully justifies the extra expense involved.

A transistor rather than a thyristor line output stage was chosen for two reasons. First it's well known and understood in the UK, and secondly it uses fewer high-current capacitors and wound components. Another consideration was that by operating a transistor line output stage from a regulated h.t. line fully stabilised l.t. supplies can easily be derived from the stage.

**LINE GENERATOR IC**

There are several different sync separator/line oscillator i.c.s on the market: there is also the alternative of using discrete transistor circuitry. The cost differentials between these alternatives are low enough not to affect the choice unduly. Since i.c.s offer more facilities however it was decided to make a practical study of the different i.c.s available - no matter how good a particular device may seem to be on the basis of its technical specification and the performance of a few samples, there is no substitute for production experience. Only after buying several thousands of a device, with supplies taken from several production batches, can a considered judgement be passed on it. For this reason the TBA920 seemed a tempting choice. It's used
by many setmakers in the UK and on the continent, while ITT’s German sister company SEL already had considerable production experience with it. After consultations with SEL it was decided to adopt the TBA920, which although originally of Philips design is now made by several semiconductor manufacturers, giving the advantage of multi-source availability.

DIODE MODULATOR

Width stabilisation and east-west pincushion distortion correction can be applied in a variety of ways. It was decided to use the well-known diode modulator which does both, modulating the line scan current at field rate to correct the raster for east-west pincushion and trapezium distortion while adjusting the line scan to give width control without varying the flyback time. The latter is important since the shorter the flyback time the greater the flyback pulse amplitude and the e.h.t. To work properly the diode modulator has to be loaded — to ensure that the diodes do not stop conducting. This is no inconvenience however since the diodes can be used to provide stabilised l.t. supplies — 24V for the field timebase, dropped to 12V for the decoder and i.f. strip.

SWITCH-MODE POWER SUPPLY

The next decision required was the type of power supply to use. It should supply the line output stage with a well-regulated line since any ripple will modulate the width. To save power it was decided to use a class B audio circuit, and this would need a separate rail. The problem was not easy and there were three possible solutions — a thyristor regulated supply, an auto-transformer with series regulator, and the switch-mode type of circuit.

The use of an auto-transformer was discounted because with an expected set dissipation of about 150W the transformer would be bulky while the series regulator transistor would have to dissipate a lot of power. A thyristor supply could have been used but with the need for a 125V rail to feed the line output stage a huge dropper resistor would have been required. In consequence the switch-mode approach was adopted, though inclined to be expensive. This is an excellent supply technically however and provides several advantages that helped to offset the extra cost.

The decision to adopt a switch-mode power supply was helped by Mullard’s announcement of a new i.c., type TDA2640, which acts as a switch-mode power supply control device. This is a single-source item, but previous experiences with Mullard devices have led to considerable respect for them amongst ITT engineers. Another factor was that the i.c. provides over-voltage and excess current protection, tripping the set in the event of an overload. This safety factor weighed heavily in its favour so far as ITT were concerned. In this connection it must be remembered that in the early days of colour television some sets on the market displayed a disturbing tendency to catch fire, with the result that setmakers were made legally responsible for the safety of their sets. A further useful feature of this supply was that it continuously monitors the e.h.t., automatically tripping the set if this exceedes 28kV. Modern tubes are safe up to 33kV without giving off appreciable X-ray radiation, but it was felt that a good set should incorporate a safety circuit to prevent the voltage reaching that level.

The switch-mode power supply is preceded by a mains

Fig. 2: General view of the mother board which forms the basis for the CVC20 with the various modules removed. This, coupled with the retention of the “swing-down” service position as used in previous ITT chassis, makes for easy accessibility. Another advantage is the ability of the modules to be plugged onto the reverse side of the mother board so that in-situ module repair is simplified.
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rectifier and partial smoothing, which provides an unregulated 300V supply. The heart of the switch-mode power supply consists of a high-voltage switching transistor and a reservoir inductor, the control circuit switching the transistor on and off at high frequency – in this case line frequency – in order to reduce the size of the inductor and simplify the output smoothing. When the chopper transistor is switched on, energy is stored in the inductor. When the transistor is off energy passes from the inductor to the smoothing circuit to provide the set’s supply. The longer the transistor’s period of conduction the more energy is stored and the higher the output voltage obtained. Accurate regulation is achieved therefore by varying the duration of the transistor’s on periods.

MECHANICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The next decision required was whether to retain or discard the well known swing-down chassis used in the previous chassis. This had earned considerable popularity with service engineers. The swing-down approach was retained since the ease of servicing it gives was amongst the major objectives laid down at the start. There were two problems however, size and the considerable amount of interconnecting wire required. To overcome this a modular approach seemed logical. In the past however modular systems had suffered from a serious shortcoming – faults due to troubles in the plug-and-socket arrangements. What was required if the modular approach was to be adopted was a connector system that could be relied upon without reservation. Once again the German experiences were useful. The factory there had for some time been using with complete satisfaction a new connector system designed by ITT Cannon for such applications – and also used in Concorde. This solved the problem and the modular approach was adopted.

SIGNAL CIRCUITS

In considering the overall design it was decided to update the decoder and the i.f. strip. The Siemens TBA440N was chosen for the i.f. strip. It contains a vision i.f. amplifier, synchronous vision demodulator and a gated a.g.c. system. It is quite widely used on the continent and we’ve found no reason to regret the choice.

Several decoder kits were available to choose from, and here again the experience of SEL proved invaluable. They already had several months’ experience of the Philips TBA560C and TBA540, and by adding the Mullard TCA800 a three i.c. decoder package with the minimum of external components was obtained. This makes the set easier to manufacture and service, with the simplification automatically leading to greater reliability.

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

With the electronic arrangements established in outline the time had come for engineers to crystallise the precise design of each area of the set, with careful liaison being maintained. There are a great many pitfalls that can trap the unwary designer – like designing the line output stage to operate at 140V and finding that the power supply gives 100V. Obvious things like this are easy enough to avoid, but there are plenty of sneaky problems that can arise if careful cooperation is not maintained.

Once the various sections had been built and all decisions taken about the major components to be used in the final design the next step was to build the whole thing as a “bird’s nest” and then progress towards the panel layout.

At this point the drawing office becomes involved. Everything from the c.r.t. to each individual piece of wire has to be specified exactly and precisely drawn. Only if this is done can the production engineers and purchasing staff – who are concerned with the multiplicity of built-in parts required – be sure that the set is being built correctly with the proper components. Also important at this stage is expertise in designing mouldings, metalwork and printed boards. If this work is well done manufacture is greatly facilitated.

MECHANICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The next decision required was whether to retain or discard the well known swing-down chassis used in the previous chassis. This had earned considerable popularity
Test Report

Manor Supplies Signal Strength Meter

Hugh Cocks

There can be nothing quite so frustrating as lining up an aerial in a fringe area without a signal strength meter. Short of taking a portable set up on the roof, the old “left a bit, right a bit” routine is the order of the day. Even in moderate signal strength areas requiring ten element aerials or less it is still best to be able to see the signal peak exactly on a meter when the aerial is on beam. Any imbalance on the three channels due to standing waves can be spotted immediately. A signal strength meter is also useful to DX enthusiasts to measure the strength of incoming long-distance signals.

One disadvantage of commercially made models is that they tend to be expensive: unless one is a full-time aerial rigger or an extremely dedicated DX enthusiast the expense of such an instrument is likely to be unjustified.

The Manor Supplies signal strength meter kit is considerably cheaper than any commercial model however and one has the satisfaction of building the unit oneself. Construction of the kit is relatively easy. All the components are mounted on one printed circuit board and only three holes need be drilled in the case for the on-off switch, the input socket and the meter itself. Comprehensive instructions are given, together with a detailed explanation of the circuitry.

The meter supplied with the kit is small (one inch) but Manor Supplies point out that a large meter would unjustifiably increase the cost of the basic kit. There is no reason why a larger meter cannot be used instead however.

Once the unit is built, the job of calibrating it against the known local channels is relatively easy. A light emitting diode is used to identify the vision carrier, and in practice this was found to work well.

The unit is powered by two of the larger 9V batteries in series, plus a smaller PP3 9V battery in series to obtain the required voltage to tune to the top of the u.h.f. band. The current consumption is 60mA. With battery prices what they are today a small mains transformer could be incorporated if the unit is not intended for hard life among the chimney pots.

Signals of up to 10mV can be measured. Above this figure a.g.c. is applied to the tuner to avoid damaging the meter movement. The scale of the meter is logarithmic, with 10µV to 10mV being covered in one sweep. For aerial rigging purposes the meter could either be calibrated or a mark could be made to denote the minimum usable picture quality. We calibrated our unit against a commercial meter since it is to be used mostly for DX purposes where accurate signal level readings are required. We found that very low signals could be measured, somewhat lower perhaps than with commercial meters.

The unit has been used here for three months with very encouraging results. All in all we’d say it is well worth buying.

The price at present is £18 plus VAT at 8% and 75p postage and packing.

NEW ITT CHASSIS

Three new monochrome portable chassis have been introduced by ITT. The three are largely the same but while the VC400 will be used in 12in. models the VC401 and VC402 are for use in 15in. sets. The differences in fact are confined mainly to minor mechanical changes. It’s interesting to note that the i.c. count is less than in the previous VC300 series chassis, the sync separator, line generator and audio sections all reverting to discrete transistor circuitry. The video drive is applied to the grid of the c.r.t., with line and field flyback blanking being carried out at the base of the XK6201/BSY79 video output transistor. The line generator circuit is highly unusual, employing a complementary pair of transistors in the line oscillator circuit, acting as a regenerative switch, controlled by a f.e.t. d.c. amplifier. This type of oscillator circuit – a discrete component version of the silicon controlled switch – has previously been restricted to the field timebase in TV chassis.

There is also a new colour chassis, the CVC9/1. This is a modified version of the well known CVC9, with remote control and automatic contrast control added and the tuner control drawer unit modified for use with remote control switching and for VCR operation. The automatic contrast control arrangement uses a differential amplifier and a light-sensitive resistor. At the same time modifications have been introduced to reduce striations on the left-hand side of the screen. These consist of a 210pF capacitor across tags 10 and 12 of the line output transformer and a 330pF capacitor and 1.8K resistor in series across tags 6 and 9. The 210pF capacitor was previously connected between tag 12 and chassis.
Faults on the Philips G8 Colour Chassis

A. Denham

How can one summarise a chassis which has been around now for over six years? The latest versions bear only a superficial resemblance to the earliest models. Nevertheless although much modified the sections where you'd expect to find most faults - the power supply and the line output stage - still follow the same basic arrangements, a thyristor regulated h.t. supply in the former case and a two-transistor line output circuit in the latter. The first set to be fitted with the G8 chassis was the G22K520, released in the autumn of 1970. This was followed very quickly by modified versions suffixed /01 and /02. The design then settled down until the 550/02 versions appeared on the scene in 1974/5. These incorporated a new combined i.f./decoder board along with various modifications to allow easy connection of a videocassette recorder and to reduce the video drive required. The G8 chassis also introduced varicap tuning to the UK market, another feature that's remained throughout the series.

The recurrent snag with so many modifications is that even when working on two new stock receivers quite often the individual panels have been found to be different. The latest G8 manual is a worthwhile investment, covering most of the panels likely to be encountered, with the 550 supplement covering the very latest boards.

The Decoder

Let's start with the decoder. To over-ride the colour-killer connect TP26 to TP80 in order to forward bias the second chrominance amplifier transistor. When the decoder is operating normally TP26 is at about 14V. In the absence of the burst signal this voltage drops to about 2V. Incidentally, over-riding the colour-killer removes the ident amplifier output.

In most panels there are two i.c.s, a TBA520 and a TBA530. The former provides chrominance signal demodulation and incorporates the PAL switch. When faulty the usual symptom is no colour. Once I had the fault no PAL switching due to the two 0.01µF capacitors C7284/5 which feed positive-going line-frequency drive pulses to the bistable circuit in this i.c. being faulty. The TBA530 acts as a primary-colour matrixing and driver stage. The colour-difference signal inputs are d.c. coupled from the TBA520, associated with which are three potentiometers which set the d.c. levels of these signals. Adjust these for 140V at the collectors of the RGB output transistors, after removing socket E and setting the contrast and brightness controls to zero. The supply to these transistors, after removing socket E and setting the contrast control and the print being damaged. The result can be no, low or excessive contrast.

Intermittent colour, with unlocked colour on over-riding the colour-killer, can be due to C7132 and C7133 which feed the burst detector diodes, while the decouplers C7272 and C7265 in the second chrominance amplifier/delay line driver stage can cause blanks with reduced saturation. Another fault I came across once was a damaged delay line - the print inside was open-circuit. Apart from these points however few decoder faults have come my way.

IF Board

One or two faults on the i.f. board have become standard over the years. Sound buzz is usually due to the intercarrier sound i.c. (TAA570 on earlier boards, TBA750 on later ones). The TBA750 can also be responsible for excessive hiss. Note that if transistor T2505 in the sound selectivity between the two i.c.s going open-circuit, but the latter symptom can be caused by the 47kΩ resistors or the 5.1kΩ load resistors in the RGB output stages or alternatively the transistors themselves - BF337s in later decoders, BD115s in earlier decoders (see Fig. 1).

No vision with a blank white screen and flyback lines is frequently due to no h.t. supply to the decoder, generally as a result of a break in the print or the edge connector's pins failing to enter the socket fully. This same fault can also be due to the BC148 black level clamp transistor T7220, the BC158 pulse inverter transistor T7227 or, as previously mentioned, L7312 or alternatively L7317 being open-circuit - in the latter case there is no d.c. supply to the TBA530 i.e. no luminance is common due to the luminance delay line or coil L7240 which is in series with it being open-circuit. The trouble may be intermittent in the case of L7240.

The ham-fisted attempts made by some engineers to fit the back often results in the soldering between the contrast control and the print being damaged. The result can be no, low or excessive contrast.

Intermittent colour, with unlocked colour on over-riding the colour-killer, can be due to C7132 and C7133 which feed the burst detector diodes, while the decouplers C7272 and C7265 in the second chrominance amplifier/delay line driver stage can cause blanks with reduced saturation. Another fault I came across once was a damaged delay line - the print inside was open-circuit. Apart from these points however few decoder faults have come my way.

IF Board

One or two faults on the i.f. board have become standard over the years. Sound buzz is usually due to the intercarrier sound i.c. (TAA570 on earlier boards, TBA750 on later ones). The TBA750 can also be responsible for excessive hiss. Note that if transistor T2505 in the sound selectivity

![Fig. 1: Circuit of the green output stage. The blue output stage circuit is identical but the red output stage has fixed feedback.](image-url)
can U500 go short-circuit due to the
field transistors having been split apart and gently cleaned with a light
rub of dry Vim on the printed circuit board. Set the core to its centre position, turn the h.t. to its
lowest setting, connect a voltmeter across the 47Ω anti-breathing resistor R5535, then set the core for maximum
current across this resistor. Finally reset the h.t. to the
normal level.

The 205V h.t. supply to the line output stage is first
smoothed by a 600µF capacitor (C5536) which is mounted
on the front of the assembly and then goes to the rest of the circuit via an 800mA fuse (FS5557). At one time the 600µF smoother seemed prone to blowing up, for no apparent
reason, covering the innards with white goo. The fuse will
blow when the line output transistors go short-circuit.
Results of sorts - an oversize picture with poor focus and
convergence - can be encountered if only one of the output
transistors has gone short-circuit or if one of the tuning capacitors (C5545/C5546) in parallel with the output
transistors has gone open-circuit.
The tripiler used is no more nor less reliable than other
types, but if one does go it is quite usual to have one or both
outlet transistors duff into the bargain.

Two other supplies are obtained from the line output transformer, the usual line shift voltage and an 835V boost
supply for the c.r.t. first anode potentiometers. No c.r.t. first
anode supply is usually due to the BYX10 boost diode
(D5533) going kaput, along with its reservoir capacitor
C5534 (0-01µF).

Beam Limiter Circuits

The beam limiter is on this board, and there have been
two versions. In the later two-transistor circuit
(T5581/T5587) there is a 12V zener diode (D5582) which
has always been prone to drifting, causing fluctuations in
the brightness level. When replacing it (type BYZ88/C12)
leave the leads as long as practicable. The diode can go as
far as causing complete loss of raster. In the earlier single-
transistor beam limiter circuit the transistor (T5569, 
BC147) can go short-circuit, giving very low brightness.

Focus Arrangements

The earlier, chassis mounted, focus assembly consisted of
a VDR with 4-7MΩ resistors in series on each side. These
resistors sometimes change value, giving poor focus.
The later focus unit is on the c.r.t. base panel and has given
me no trouble at all.

First Anode Controls

The 2MΩ first anode potentiometers can go open-circuit,
giving the picture a tint corresponding to the missing
Fig. 2: The power supply circuit. This is the current circuit – variations will be found in earlier versions.

voltage, e.g. cyan when the red first anode potentiometer is open-circuit.

Power Supply Board

The power supply consists of a thyristor rectifier which provides a stabilised 245V output. This is dropped to 205V via a 68Ω wire-wound resistor. There are also the degaussing components, and a transformer to provide the c.r.t. heater supply. The thyristor is triggered by a diac and there are two transistors, T1374 which controls the triggering and T1399 which provides over-voltage protection. The symptom when the over-voltage protection circuit operates is a very obtrusive picture flutter. The circuit is shown in Fig. 2.

HT Flutter

The most common fault is h.t. flutter which setting up the h.t. usually cures. In persistent cases the BR.100 diac (D1377) may need to be replaced. If the supply refuses to flutter when being set up one or either of the zener diodes D1371 or D1397 or the BC147 over-voltage protection transistor may be faulty.

Dropper Troubles

The dropper (68Ω section plus a 2-2Ω surge limiter section, R1381 and R1367 respectively) has given problems. No a.c. at the anode of the thyristor is due to the lower 2-2Ω section being open-circuit while h.t. at the cathode of the thyristor but not at the 800mA fuse is due to the upper 68Ω section having gone. Always discharge the h.t. reservoir capacitor C1385 before replacing the dropper – 300V on a 600µF can tends to surprise...

Fuses

If the 250mA h.t. fuse goes there is no h.t. to the RGB output transistors and no supply to the tuner. The symptoms are a blank white screen and noise but no sound.

Repeatedly with the G8 chassis the mains fuse blows for no apparent reason. Nine times out of ten a new fuse clears the trouble, but if it persists try a new BT106 thyristor.

Intermittent CRT Heaters

If the c.r.t. heaters operate intermittently check whether the heater supply plug on the power supply panel is making poor contact.

HT Adjustment

To set up the h.t., set the “set h.t.” control R1370 to mid-travel and the over-voltage protection control R1396 fully anti-clockwise. Connect a meter to either of the h.t. fuses and set the h.t. to 225V. Set the over-voltage protection control so that the h.t. is reduced to 220V. The picture should then flutter. Finally reduce the h.t. to 205V with the set h.t. control
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CLEAN AND TIDY
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There is random horizontal jitter of the whole picture. When this happens the picture appears to remain locked. The average shift is approximately \( \frac{1}{2} \)in. though on some occasions it seems to be more. There is also a certain amount of breathing on the picture.

If you are lucky the fault is due to a noisy line shift potentiometer (R523, 50Ω). As a check, the entire shift circuit can be eliminated by removing the a.c. blocking choke L504. If the fault persists, it is due to line oscillator jigger and can be caused by almost any component in the flywheel sync/line oscillator circuits. Prime suspects are the electrolytics C506 and C511, the discriminator diodes W501 and W502, the reactance transistor VT501 and the supply decoupler C508 (100µF). Picture breathing is commonly due to the multiple electrolytic C602/3/6 on the power supply board drying up. (Thorn 3500 chassis.)

BUSH TV125

There is no scan or line whistle on this set. All line timebase valves have been replaced, also the boost capacitors, but there is still no e.h.t. The problem is present on both systems.

Since you don't mention overheating it would seem that the trouble is that the line output valve is passing little current due to lack of screen grid voltage. Check the 2.2kΩ wire-wound resistor on the tag strip beneath the PL36. It's probably open-circuit.

GEC C2103

The fault on this set, the field hold control locking the picture (P501, 250kΩ) at only one end of its travel, was found to be due to the control itself falling in value.

Thanks for the tip! The other suspect would be the ECC82 valve (V507) of course. (GEC single-standard hybrid colour chassis.)

HMV 2803

After replacing the tube a very good picture was obtained but the sync will not lock. All the valves have been replaced. The video output transistor's collector load resistors and the sync separator's screen grid feed resistor have been checked, also the following capacitors, the electrolytics C32 and C37 in the video channel and C41 and C42 in the sync separator circuit. Have I overlooked anything?

Yes! The HT2 feed to the video output transistor is smoothed by a 12µF electrolytic (C38) which will cause this trouble when it goes open-circuit. (Thorn 1500 chassis.)

BUSH TV176

There is a dark patch, about 6in. in diameter, at the centre of the screen, with the brilliance control at maximum. When the control is turned back by a quarter of its rotation the screen goes blank.

The line output transformer is usually responsible for this symptom, which is basically due to low e.h.t. First however check the PL504 line output valve, the PY88 boost diode and the width control circuit. (Bush TV161 series.)
QUERY COUPON
Available until Dec. 20, 1976. One coupon, plus a 50p (inc. VAT) postal order, must accompany EACH PROBLEM sent in accordance with the notice on page 104.

GEC C2147
The 12V supply fusible resistor R601 (on the line output panel) goes open-circuit after the set has been on for an hour or so, leaving a blank raster on the screen. Before the fault occurs the picture will expand and shrink rapidly and at the same time increase in brightness. The h.t. voltage is normal at switch-on (190V at the junction R66/R67) but when the picture instability occurs rises to 250V – then R601 opens.

It seems almost certain that the problem is due to a faulty thyristor in the regulated power supply (SCR701 BT106). If not the trigger diac D701 (BR100) could be defective. (GEC C2110 solid-state colour series.)

MURPHY V1914
The problem with this set is that the left-hand third of the picture is lighter than the rest, with a light line marking the division. It's not so noticeable with a normal picture, but with dark scenes or with no picture being transmitted it shows up plainly. The line timebase and video valves have been replaced.

The two most likely causes of the condition are that either the c.r.t.'s first anode decoupling capacitor 3C51 (0.1µF) or the line flyback pulse coupling components 3R29 (470 kΩ) and 3C26 (0.01µF) are defective. (Bush TV161U series.)

BRUNSWICK CSB2205
The problem with this colour set, which uses a Decca hybrid chassis, is persistent hum or buzz on sound on all channels. It does not matter whether the aerial is connected or disconnected. The fault is not due to the main smoothing electrolytics nor the sound output section but appears to be in the r.f. or i.f. stages. Could the alignment have been interfered with to produce the effect?

The i.f. alignment is unlikely to be responsible if the buzz persists with the aerial disconnected. The l.t. supply smoothing electrolytics C604 and C606 on the bottom printed panel are the most common cause of the fault. If you are sure that these are o.k., suspect heater-cathode leakage in the PCL82 audio output valve. Short-circuit turns in the h.t. smoothing choke L600 are not unknown, but the ripple is then present on the timebases as well.

CROSSHATCH GENERATOR CONNECTIONS
I recently bought the Bi-Pre-Pak crosshatch generator Mk. II and wish to use it with a Pye Model CT77 (691 hybrid chassis). Can you tell me where the pulse pick-up lead and the video output lead should be connected.

The line pulse pick-up lead need only be dangled near the line output transformer – without any electrical connection. Connect the video lead to any terminal (other than earth!) of the luminance delay line.

PHILIPS G247306
The picture is very dark when the set is switched on, and takes about half an hour to reach the correct brightness level. The brightness can be brought up by adjusting the brightness control, but must then be turned down again when conditions become normal. The voltages at the brightness control remain correct and there is little appreciable variation in the c.r.t. voltages. All valves have been tested and the electrolytics seem to be in order. The picture is of full size and perfect linearity from switch on, and once the brilliance has stabilised is of splendid quality.

The video output section of the PFL200 is d.c. connected to the c.r.t. cathode in these sets and the problem is usually caused by a change in the valve's anode voltage, due either to a defect in the valve or an associated component. If you are sure that the c.r.t.'s cathode and grid voltages remain constant under the low and normal brightness conditions we suggest you check the first anode feed components – resistor R2175 (1.2MΩ) and its associated decoupler C1556 (0.047µF). (Philips 300 chassis.)

FERGUSON 3712
The sound on this set popped and crackled every time the volume control was adjusted. The control was replaced, but with no success. Now however the sound pops and goes off completely. It can be restored by switching the set off and on.

Check by substitution C138 (1µF) which decouples the d.c. from the volume control to the intercarrier sound/a.f. preamplifier i.c. It's connected from pin 6 to chassis. If the fault is still present replace the i.c. itself – IC2, type CA3065, MBRC1358 or SN76666N. (Thorn 8000 chassis.)

PYE 21UF
The pitch on the line output transformer was melting so I replaced it, thinking that there might be shorted turns. After two weeks the wax on the new transformer started to melt. The DY87 e.h.t. rectifier and PY800 boost diode have been replaced.

A shorted turn on the line output transformer would give you no raster at all. The symptoms suggest that the PL36 line output valve is passing excessive current due either to the valve itself, the input coupling capacitor C87 (0.01µF) being leaky or a fault in the drive circuit. (Pye 11U series.)

FERGUSON 3707
The picture goes from normal to an all over green raster, with the brightness and colour controls having no effect. The preset brightness control on the beam limiter board also has no effect, but adjustment of the beam limiter preset control R903 does alter the intensity of the green raster so that a faint, defocused picture is visible. Disconnecting the aerial leaves a noisy green raster. The fault originally came on for short periods, but now appears to be there to stay.

You will almost certainly find that the c.r.t. green cathode voltage (pin 6) is at zero potential. It should be at approximately the same voltage as the other cathode pins 2 and 11, i.e. about 160V. If this voltage is low or absent, check back to the video board at point 15/1 and to the green output stage peaking coil L207. If there is 200V at one end and little voltage at the other check this coil which could be dry-jointed or not soldered. If there is little voltage at either end of the coil check the 12kΩ load resistor R264. If this is cold, change it. If it's hot, change the BF179 transistor (VT212). (Thorn 3000 chassis.)
After several weeks of excellent performance a Grundig Model 717GB arrived at the workshop with the complaint slip marked "picture turns red intermittently". After the receiver had been set up in the symptom checking bay perfect results were obtained, and the receiver was still behaving itself after running for a couple of days. Before returning the set to the customer however it was decided to subject the chassis to one or two mechanical tests. The back cover was removed and, with the receiver operating, a measurement was made at the base of the chassis, the line generator stage consists of a PCF802 acting as a variable capacitance in the LC tuned circuit. The pentode section of this sinewave line oscillator, circuit. The pentode section of this oscillator proper, with feedback between its grid, with the Y signal going to the cathodes in the usual way. Transistor colour-difference output stages and diode clamping circuits are employed, while the colour-difference signals come from a TAA630 i.e.

What was the most likely cause of the trouble and what were the three measurements made by the technician? See next month's Television for the solution and for a further item in the Test Case series.

SOLUTION TO TEST CASE 167

Page 51 (last month)

The fault described last month on an oldish Sofell colour set could equally have been found in various GEC models which use the same chassis. Like most hybrid colour chassis, the line generator stage consists of a PCF802 sinewave line oscillator circuit. The pentode section of this valve is the oscillator proper, with feedback between its screen and control grids, the triode section of the valve acting as a variable capacitance in the LC tuned circuit. The voltage obtained from the flywheel sync circuit is applied to the triode's control grid, varying its conductance/capacitance and thus the frequency of the oscillator. Component changes in such circuits can produce curious symptoms such as vertical lines, shading effects etc. Electrolytic capacitors in this type of circuit are particularly prone to cause troubles of this sort. In the GEC/Sofell circuit the PCF802's triode anode and pentode screen grid are fed from the h.t. line via a 12kΩ and a 2200Ω resistor, the junction of these components being decoupled by a 4μF electrolytic (C508). Replacing this capacitor cured the fault.
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DECCA COLOUR
10 and 30 "Bradford" chassis
ALL SPARES SUPPLIED
Schools, 46 Woodlands Avenue, London N.3. 01-346 8000, 8500 etc., T.V.i.c's at low price. J. T. PANEL, exchange and repair. BRC 3000, 3500, 3500, 8000, 8500 etc.

TECHNLOGICS
PATTERN GENERATOR MODEL PG3
This compact unit generates SIX invaluable video patterns for setting up

COLOUR T.V. RECEIVERS:
• CROSSHATCH GRID
• DOT MATRIX
• VERTICALS
• HORIZONTALS
• WHITE MASTER
• GREYSCALE (STEPWEDGE)

Use when adjusting: Static Convergence, Dynamic Convergence, Picture Geometry, Colour Purity, Focus, Beam Limiting, etc. Single direct connection to set; large output for valve or solid state sets. Available as a kit plus instructions £11.75, or built and tested £14.35. Available our 6 Channel Touch Tuning Unit, £9 inclusive, 6 LEDS £1.35.

TECHNLOGICS,
5 EGERTON STREET, LIVERPOOL, L8 7LY.

MARRI MACHINES
37-31 97-26(1R) 50.
25-16 35-50 70.
14-26 97-17352 50p.
14-26 97-16052 50p.

R.S. H-D Mains Transformers. 021-705 6274.

PRACTICAL TELEVISION 1969-1975 Newnes

PANEL, exchange and repair. BRC 3000, 3500, 8000, 8500, 9000 etc., T.V.i.c's at low price. J. T. PANEL, exchange and repair. BRC 3000-3500 Power and L.T.B. Panels

EDWARDS & SONS
103 Goldhawk Road, London W12
Tel: 01-743 6988

COLOUR TVs £60-£150. All makes, some as new. The TV Exchange Centre, 60 Golborne Road, Kensington, London W.10. 01-969 3722.

TUN YOUR SURPLUS capacitors, transistors, etc., into cash. Contact Codes-Harding & Co., P.O. Box 5, Frome, Somerset. Immediate cash settlement.

SURPLUS STOCK
Colour Tubes (All Types) From £0
Mono Tubes (All Types) From £4
Colour Cabinets (New) From £2
Radiogram Cabinets (New) From £5

RANG JEFFRIES 01-845 2036

RF COAXIAL CABLES FROM 1.5F.P.M.

PANEL, exchange and repair. BRC 3000, 3500, 8000, 9000 etc., T.V.i.c's at low price. J. T. PANEL, exchange and repair. BRC 3000-3500 Power and L.T.B. Panels

ELECTRONICALLY TESTED TV VALVES
DY867 15p PC88 15p PCL86 15p
ECC82 15p PC97 15p PCL805/85 25p
EP145 15p PC81 15p PL504 40p
EP184 15p PCL82 10p PL35 15p
PC86 15p PCL84 10p

COLOUR TYPES
PL508 30p PL509 40p PY500/A 35p

Many others available, please send list of types required with s.a.e. for quotation. All valves subject to availability. P. & P. 7p per valve. Orders over £6 post free.

L. & D. COMPONENTS LTD.
71 WESTBURY AVE., LONDON N22 6SA


EX RENTAL TV
19" UHF 625 £4.50
23" UHF 625 £6.00
Colour from £4.00

EDWARDS & SONS
103 Goldhawk Road, London W12
Tel: 01-743 6988

COLOUR TVs £60-£150. All makes, some as new. The TV Exchange Centre, 60 Golborne Road, Kensington, London W.10. 01-969 3722.

AERIALS
WRIGHT'S AERIALS

Jbayhem beam high gain arrays: MBM48 £13.30, MBM88 £23.20. Also DXTV aerials.

Labgear UHF masthead amplifiers with mains power supply, £16.25, Wideband or grouped (A/B/C/D). S.A.E. for lists.

Prices include carriage and VAT.

Semi air spaced low loss coax cable 14p/metre (carriage 50p if ordered separately).

3 CHELTEMNAM RISE,
SCAWSBY, DONCASTER, S.Yorks.

FOR SALE
PRACTICAL TELEVISION 1969-1975 Newnes
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ADORATE TELEVISION, 71 WESTBURY AVE., LONDON N22 6SA

UP MORE AVAILABLE
S. W. ELECTRONICS
114 Burnley Road, Rawtenstall, Rossendale, Lancs.
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SERVICE SHEETS. SERVICE MANUALS PRACTICAL AND TECHNICAL BOOKS
COVERING COLOUR & MONO TELEVISIONS, RADIOS, RECORD PLAYERS, TAPE RECORDERS, ETC.

SERVICE SHEETS 75p PLUS S.A.E. SERVICE SHEET CATALOGUE 50p

BOOKS
PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE U.K. ONLY

SERVICING WITH THE OSCILLOSCOPE 2nd EDN. by G. J. King £4.00
TV FAULT FINDING BOOK by Data Publications Ltd. £1.15
COLOUR TELEVISION THEORY by G. H. Huxton £6.00
COLOUR TELEVISION PICTURE FAULTS by K. J. Bohman £2.70
COLOUR TELEVISION SERVICING by G. J. King £5.90
FIRST BOOK OF DIODE EQUIVALENTS by B. B. Babani £1.10
SECOND BOOK OF TRANSISTOR EQUIVALENTS by B. B. Babani £1.15
HANDBOOK OF I.C. EQUIVALENTS by B. B. Babani £0.90
COLOUR TV. WITH REFERENCE TO THE PAL SYSTEM by G. N. Patchett £5.25
TELEVISION (COLOUR & MONOCHROME) PART 3 by G. N. Patchett £2.80
MAZDA BOOK OF PAL RECEIVER SERVICING by D. J. Seal £5.20
RADIO SERVICING - FM RECEIVERS & AUDIO EQUIPMENT by Patchett £2.70
TELEVISION SERVICING HANDBOOK by G. J. King £5.00
RADIO VALVE & SEMICONDUCTOR DATA. 10th EDN. by A. M. Ball £2.35
TOWERS' INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR SELECTOR £3.75
(SEND LARGE S.A.E. FOR FREE BOOK LISTS)

WE STOCK NEW AND SECONDHAND EDITIONS OF "RADIO AND TELEVISION SERVICING" BOOKS.
FROM VOLUME ONE UP TO 1975-76 EDITION. PRICES ON REQUEST.

BACK ISSUES OF FOLLOWING MAGAZINES AVAILABLE, COVER PRICE PLUS 17p POSTAGE, PER COPY:
P. WIRELESS, P. ELECTRONICS, E. ELECTRONICS, TELEVISION, B. CONSTRUCTOR, ELECTRONICS TODAY, ELEKTOR.

BELL'S TELEVISION SERVICES
190, KINGS ROAD, HARROGATE, N. YORKSHIRE. TEL. HARROGATE (STD 0423) 55885
OPEN TO CALLERS DAILY 9.00 a.m. TO 5.00 p.m. PLEASE INCLUDE AN S.A.E. WITH ENQUIRIES

SERVICE SHEETS - COLOUR SERVICE MANUALS
Service Sheets for Mono TV, Radios, Record Players and Tape Recorders 75p.
Please send large stamped Addressed Envelope.
We can supply manuals for most makes of Colour Television Receivers by return Post.
B.R.C. PYE EKCO PHILIPS ITT/KB SONY G.E.C. HITACHI BAIRD ULTRA INVICTA
(Wanted - NEW VALVES, SERVICE SHEETS, Radio, T/V, ETC., 10,000 models. Cash waiting. Bearman, 59 Waverley Road, Rugby. Works. or phone day 76473. Condition not important, tape copies acceptable, good price paid if in clean condition. Offers welcome. Offer envelopes welcome. International Reply Coupon please.)

G. T. TECHNICAL INFORMATION SERVICE
10 DRYDEN CHAMBERS, 119 OXFORD ST., LONDON W1R 1PA
MAIL ORDER ONLY

LARGE SUPPLIER OF SERVICE SHEETS
All at 75p each (EXCEPT COLOUR & Car Radio)
(T.V., RADIO, TAPE RECORDERS, RECORD PLAYERS, TRANSISTORS, STEREGRAMS, RECORDIGRAMS, CAR RADIOS)
Please state if Circuit will do it Service Sheet not in stock.
"PLEASE ENCLOSE LARGE S.A.E. WITH ALL ENQUIRIES & ORDERS" Otherwise cannot be attended to (Unconfirmed in most cases, please, original return if service sheet not available.)

C. CARANNA
21 BEAUFORT PARK
LONDON NW1 6BX
We have the largest supplies of Service Sheets (strictly by return of post) All please state make and model number alternative.
Free T.V. fault tracing chart or T.V. list on request with order.
Mail order or phone 01-458 4882
Large stocks of Colour Manuals. No Overseas Mail Please.

SERVICE SHEETS, Radio, TV, etc., 10,000 models. Catalogue 24p. plus S.A.E. with orders-queries. Telray, 154 Brook Street, Preston, PR1 7HP.

G. H. HUTSON
COLOUR TELEVISION THEORY £5.90
SERVICING WITH THE OSCILLOSCOPE 2nd EDN. £4.00
LONG-DISTANCE TELEVISION £3.90

WANTED
SERVICING WITH THE OSCILLOSCOPE 2nd EDN. by G. J. King £4.00

SUCCESSFUL SERVICE SHEETS
Please send a stamped addressed envelope for a prompt reply.
WE OVERSEAS DISTRIBUTORS wanted.

WANTED CONT.
BACK COPIES OF TELEVISION magazines prior to March 1974 and any service sheets or books. Offers to: Haywood, 40 Calder Close, Greenmeadow, Swindon. Tel: 32957.
NEW VALVES and CRT's required, PCL805, PCL84, PL509, PY500A etc. Cash waiting. Bearman, 6/8 Potter's Road, New Barnet, Herts. Tel. 01-449 1934/5.
TV-DX RECEIVER covering both VHF/UHF wanted. Good price paid if in first class working order. Also wanted information on reception of French channels. Tel: 01-907 1034 or write to Box No. 132, WESTON PUBLISHING, 33 Cherwell Street, Romsey, Hants. SO5 6BF

BOOKS & PUBLICATIONS
THE NEW BOOKLET "LONG-DISTANCE TELEVISION" by Roger W. Bunney is now published, detailing the practical and theoretical aspects of weak signal reception and the DX-TV hobby. The 3rd edition is a completely revised and enlarged version of earlier editions, now running to some 60 pages and profusely illustrated. It is available at £1.11 (inclusive of surface postage world wide) only from:

START YOUR OWN BUSINESS REWINDING ELECTRIC MOTORS
This unique instruction manual shows step by step how to rewind motors, working part or full time, without previous experience. Everything you need to know easily explained, including where to obtain materials, how to get all the work you need, etc. A goldmine of information and knowledge.
Only £3.90 plus 26p P&P.
Magnum Publications, Dept TV5, Brinksway Trading Estate, Brinksway, Stockport SK3 6BZ.
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TELEVISION TUBE SHOP

NEW TUBES AT CUT PRICES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tube Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A28-14W</td>
<td>Equivalent</td>
<td>£17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A47-26W/CME1913</td>
<td></td>
<td>£13.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A47-26W/CME2302</td>
<td></td>
<td>£15.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CME1201/A31-18W</td>
<td></td>
<td>£13.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CME1202/A31-181W</td>
<td></td>
<td>£13.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CME1220/A31-120W</td>
<td></td>
<td>£15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CME1420/A34-100W</td>
<td></td>
<td>£16.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CME1520/A38-160W</td>
<td></td>
<td>£17.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CME1601/A40-11W</td>
<td></td>
<td>£12.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CME1602/A40-12W</td>
<td></td>
<td>£13.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CME1713/A44-120</td>
<td></td>
<td>£17.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CME1906/A47-13W</td>
<td></td>
<td>£15.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CME1908/A47-14W</td>
<td></td>
<td>£9.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CME2013/A50-120</td>
<td></td>
<td>£16.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CME2306/A59-13W</td>
<td></td>
<td>£14.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CME2313/A59-23W</td>
<td></td>
<td>£16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CME2413/A61-120W</td>
<td></td>
<td>£17.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SPECIAL OFFER
FOR K.B. FEATHERLITE VC11
TSD282/217 | £7.50

SUFFOLK TUBES LIMITED
PLEASE NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS:
214, PURLEY WAY
CROYDON
01-886 7951

COLOUR TUBES
STANDARD TUBES
METAL BAND TUBES
TWIN PANEL TUBES


COLOUR T.V.'s from £25 + VAT
Most makes available, Single & Dual Standard. Stands to fit most sets available. Colour can be seen working in our warehouse from £40 + VAT.
B/W from £3 + VAT, 'Square screen' B/W Dual and Single from £13 + VAT.
'THORN 2000' PANELS: Set of spare panels (untested) - Power Supply/L/P/L/Chroma/F & Sound/EHT or power Reg. £12 or above with tuner unit £15. Prices + VAT. (Carriage £3 set.)
Circuit Diagrams supplied with most sets for £1.50 extra.
Stock is continually changing, - ring or send s.a.e. for current prices, details of carriage etc.

West Midlands TV Trade Sales
1532 Pershore Road (Main A441)
Stirchley, Birmingham B30 2NW
("Phone 021-458 2208")
Open all day Mon, Tues, Thurs, Fri, Sat. Half day Wed.

REBUILD TUBES!
YOU'RE SAFE WHEN YOU BUY FROM RE-VIEW!
HERE IS WHAT YOU PAY:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Mono</th>
<th>Colour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17&quot;</td>
<td>£27.00</td>
<td>£30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19&quot;</td>
<td>£30.00</td>
<td>£33.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23&quot;</td>
<td>£31.00</td>
<td>£37.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RIMBAND & TWIN PANEL
16", 17", 19" £9.00
20" £10.00
23" £11.00
24" £12.00
Carriage £2.16 inc. VAT.

COLOUR
17", 18", 19" £28.50
20" £30.00
22" £31.00
25" £33.50
26" £37.50
Exchange Basis £5 Deposit Returnable.

INQUIRIES S.A.E. PLEASE
RE-VIEW ELECTRONIC TUBES
237 LONDON ROAD,
WEST CROYDON, SURREY
Tel. 01-689 7735

COLOUR TUBES
STANDARD TUBES
METAL BAND TUBES
TWIN PANEL TUBES

REBUILT TUBES!
YOU'RE SAFE WHEN YOU BUY FROM RE-VIEW!
HERE IS WHAT YOU PAY:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Mono</th>
<th>Colour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17&quot;</td>
<td>£27.00</td>
<td>£30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19&quot;</td>
<td>£30.00</td>
<td>£33.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23&quot;</td>
<td>£31.00</td>
<td>£37.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RIMBAND & TWIN PANEL
16", 17", 19" £9.00
20" £10.00
23" £11.00
24" £12.00
Carriage £2.16 inc. VAT.

COLOUR
17", 18", 19" £28.50
20" £30.00
22" £31.00
25" £33.50
26" £37.50
Exchange Basis £5 Deposit Returnable.

INQUIRIES S.A.E. PLEASE
RE-VIEW ELECTRONIC TUBES
237 LONDON ROAD,
WEST CROYDON, SURREY
Tel. 01-689 7735

COLOUR T.V.'s from £25 + VAT
Most makes available, Single & Dual Standard. Stands to fit most sets available. Colour can be seen working in our warehouse from £40 + VAT.
B/W from £3 + VAT, 'Square screen' B/W Dual and Single from £13 + VAT.
'THORN 2000' PANELS: Set of spare panels (untested) - Power Supply/L/P/L/Chroma/F & Sound/EHT or power Reg. £12 or above with tuner unit £15. Prices + VAT. (Carriage £3 set.)
Circuit Diagrams supplied with most sets for £1.50 extra.
Stock is continually changing, - ring or send s.a.e. for current prices, details of carriage etc.

West Midlands TV Trade Sales
1532 Pershore Road (Main A441)
Stirchley, Birmingham B30 2NW
("Phone 021-458 2208")
Open all day Mon, Tues, Thurs, Fri, Sat. Half day Wed.

PLEASE MENTION TELEVISION WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS

WE GIVE GREEN SHIELD STAMPS
Let's Generate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TRYING TO ALIGN THAT T.V. WITHOUT A PATTERN GENERATOR?</th>
<th>CAN'T FIND ONE I CAN AFFORD WITH A SIMPLE AERIAL CONNECTION</th>
<th>JUST PLUG INTO THE AERIAL SOCKET... ADJUST FREQUENCY CONTROL WHICH LOCKS BOTH LINE &amp; FRAME SINC.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TRY THIS NEW DORAM KIT... ITS ADVANCED DESIGN DOESN'T NEED ALIGNMENT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOW 'RT THE FOUR T.V. PATTERNS... BLANK... DOTS... CROSSHATCH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHERE CAN I GET ONE QUICKLY?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOW FROM STIRLING SOUND

A NEW IMPROVED CROSS HATCH GENERATOR
MODEL RF.5

- IMPROVED U.H.F. VERSION
- 4 PATTERNS + RASTER FOR PURITY CHECK
- SIZE 3" X 5 1/2" X 3" (76 X 133 X 76mm)
- USES 3 SELF- Contained HP.2 AND ONE PP.3 TYPE BATTERIES
- FUNCTIONS TO PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS

TV SIGNAL STRENGTH METER

As described in this journal. A finely designed instrument of enormous value to the TV engineer, etc. Complete kit of guaranteed parts, and as specified £19.50 + 50p postage & packing + V.A.T. at 8%.

STIRLING SOUND
220-224 WEST ROAD, WESTCLIFF-ON-SEA
ESSEX SS0 9DF
Factory - Shoeburyness, Essex.

STIRLING SOUND, 220 West Rd., Westcliff, Essex SS0 9DF

Please send X-Hatch Generator TV Signal Strength Meter for which I enclose £................ inc. V.A.T. & post & packing.
NAME

ADDRESS

POST CODE

STIRLING SOUNDS 11 76 PLEASE PRINT BLOCK CAPITALS
NAME
ADDRESS
POST CODE

STIRLING SOUND, 220 West Rd., Westcliff, Essex SS0 9DF

A Electrocomponents Group Company

STIRLING SOUND

S=8% V.A.T.
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One of these could make a new man of you

Take a look at the labels. Each one a formula for making you forget the stresses and strains of modern living.

The message of each name is: make something.

Make a digital clock... make a coffee table... make some new sounds.

The sheer concentration involved in constructional projects like these smooths away the tensions.

Any one of these "Practical" magazines packs so many hours of creative satisfaction that it could make a new man of you.

**TELEVISION**

*December issue*

The art of alignment, audio circuits for the constructor and servicing the Philips G8 Colour Chassis and the Philips 320.

OUT NOVEMBER 15

**PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS**

*December issue*

Projects for constructing a Gamesmachine that produces random numbers for Dice, Roulette and the Pool and a Metal Locator that is ideal for the home improvement enthusiast.

OUT NOVEMBER 12

**PRACTICAL WIRELESS**

*December issue*

How to make a Chromachaser for flashing lights at discos... a VHF Converter... Start of a new "Black Projects" series.

OUT NOVEMBER 5

**EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS**

*December issue*

Two big projects: how to make a Mini Organ and a "Scrabble" Timer... Start of a new series explaining the mathematics used in electronics.

OUT NOVEMBER 19

**PRACTICAL WIRELESS**

*December issue*

How to make a Chromachaser for flashing lights at discos... a VHF Converter... Start of a new "Black Projects" series.

OUT NOVEMBER 5

**FOR BEGINNERS**

*December issue*

Projects for Constructing a Gamesmachine that produces random numbers for Dice, Roulette and the Pool and a Metal Locator that is ideal for the home improvement enthusiast.

OUT NOVEMBER 12

**PRACTICAL HI-FI & AUDIO**

*December issue*

Ten loudspeakers undergo the ultimate test - live versus reproduction... A buyers' guide to music centres and complete audio systems... A new series starting on choosing a hi-fi system.

OUT NOVEMBER 12

**FOR ADVANCED ENTHUSIASTS**

*December issue*

Projects for constructing a Gamesmachine that produces random numbers for Dice, Roulette and the Pool and a Metal Locator that is ideal for the home improvement enthusiast.

OUT NOVEMBER 12

**FOR THE TECHNICIAN**

*December issue*

Projects for constructing a Gamesmachine that produces random numbers for Dice, Roulette and the Pool and a Metal Locator that is ideal for the home improvement enthusiast.

OUT NOVEMBER 12

**FOR HI-FI ENTHUSIASTS**

*December issue*

Projects for constructing a Gamesmachine that produces random numbers for Dice, Roulette and the Pool and a Metal Locator that is ideal for the home improvement enthusiast.

OUT NOVEMBER 12

**PRACTICAL WOODWORKING**

*December issue*

Contents include a variety of Christmas gifts to make, a toy farm and a timber wagon for modelers... a stereo storage stand to build... and a carving project.

OUT NOVEMBER 19

**EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS**

*December issue*

Two big projects: how to make a Mini Organ and a "Scrabble" Timer... Start of a new series explaining the mathematics used in electronics.

OUT NOVEMBER 19

**PRACTICAL HI-FI & AUDIO**

*December issue*

Ten loudspeakers undergo the ultimate test - live versus reproduction... A buyers' guide to music centres and complete audio systems... A new series starting on choosing a hi-fi system.

OUT NOVEMBER 12

**EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS**

*December issue*

Two big projects: how to make a Mini Organ and a "Scrabble" Timer... Start of a new series explaining the mathematics used in electronics.

OUT NOVEMBER 19

**FOR ADVANCED ENTHUSIASTS**

*December issue*

Projects for constructing a Gamesmachine that produces random numbers for Dice, Roulette and the Pool and a Metal Locator that is ideal for the home improvement enthusiast.

OUT NOVEMBER 12

**FOR THE TECHNICIAN**

*December issue*

Projects for constructing a Gamesmachine that produces random numbers for Dice, Roulette and the Pool and a Metal Locator that is ideal for the home improvement enthusiast.

OUT NOVEMBER 12

**FOR HI-FI ENTHUSIASTS**

*December issue*

Projects for constructing a Gamesmachine that produces random numbers for Dice, Roulette and the Pool and a Metal Locator that is ideal for the home improvement enthusiast.

OUT NOVEMBER 12

**PRACTICAL WOODWORKING**

*December issue*

Contents include a variety of Christmas gifts to make, a toy farm and a timber wagon for modelers... a stereo storage stand to build... and a carving project.

OUT NOVEMBER 19

Pick up a 'Practical' and be a new man
T.V's! T.V's! T.V's!

Decca C.T.V. 19/25 D/STD  £24.00
Philips 25" G6 D/STD  £40.00
GEC 19/25 D/STD  £48.00
Thorn 2000  £56.00
GEC 19/22 S/STD  £60.00
Philips 22" G6 S/STD  £64.00
Philips K7  £68.00
Thorn 3000 25" S/STD  £72.00
The above sold with tube tested. Sets checked complete but not necessarily working. For guaranteed working Odd f 16.

Eurosonic 22" S/STD  £72.00
Bush 184 S S/STD  £80.00
Pye 205/252 S/STD  £96.00
Thorn 18/20 Current Model  £112.00
Finlux 110° tube  £120.00
GEC 22" Electronic Tuner  £144.00

All above sets in good working order. All above plus & delivery.

COLOUR TUBES —
(PROFESSIONAL REBUILDS)
19" £24.00  25" £30.00
PLUS £4 P.PKG
Always a good selection of modern and older C.T.V. panels and scrap chassis cabinets, mono tubes, etc. etc.

AGENTS FOR TOP QUALITY MERCURY UHF SET TOP MULTI-BAND AERIALS. BOXES OF 25 FOR £45, DEL. & VAT INC.

SQUARE SCREEN MONO
Most models available, i.e., GEC, Decca, Thorn, D/STD from £12.00. Philips, Pye, Thorn, Bush, S/STD from £16.00

HUNDREDS OF 19"/23" MONO T.V'S
to pick from at giveaway prices.

All prices plus VAT.

Please write for quotation on any set or spares.

Callers welcome.

Quantity discounts. Deliver!

Technical Training in Radio, Television and Electronics

Start training TODAY and make sure you are qualified to take advantage of the many opportunities open to trained people. ICS can further your technical knowledge and provide the specialist training so essential to success.

ICS, the world's most experienced home study college has helped thousands of people to move up into higher paid jobs — and they can do the same for you.

Fill in the coupon below and find out how!

There is a wide range of courses to choose from, including:

City and Guilds Certificates:-
Telecommunications Technicians,
Radio, TV and Electronics Technicians,
Electrical Installation Work,
Technical Communications,
Radio Amateur,
MPT General Radio Communications Certificate.

Diploma Courses:-
Electronic Engineering,
Electrical Engineering,
Computer Engineering,
Radio, TV, Audio Engineering, Servicing and Maintenance. (inc. Colour TV)
New Self-Build Radio Courses with Free Kits.

Colour TV Servicing
Technicians trained in TV Servicing are in constant demand. Learn all the techniques you need to service Colour and Mono TV sets through new home study courses which are approved by a leading manufacturer.

The ICS Guarantee
If you are studying for an examination, ICS will guarantee coaching until you are successful — at no extra cost.

POST OR PHONE TODAY FOR FREE BOOKLET.

I am interested in.................................................................
Name........................................................................................
Address.......................................................................................
.................................................................................... Phone No:........................................

ICS
International Correspondence Schools,
Dept. 800A, Intertext House,
LONDON SW8 4UJ. Tel 822 9911 (all hours)
### Service Pack of Electrolytics

**FANTASTIC OFFER 86 FOR £2.50 PER PACK**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.47/50v/2.2/50v</td>
<td>3.3/50v 4.7/16v 4.7/35v</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/10v</td>
<td>10/16v 10/35v 10/50v</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22/6.3v</td>
<td>22/10v 22/16v 22/25v</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33/16v</td>
<td>33/25v 33/31v/50v 47/16v</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47/10v</td>
<td>47/16v 47/25v 47/50v</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100/6.3v</td>
<td>100/10v 100/16v 100/25v</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100/35v</td>
<td>100/50v 220/6.3v 220/25v</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220/35v</td>
<td>220/50v 330/16v 330/35v</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>470/10v</td>
<td>470/16v 470/25v 470/35v</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>470/50v</td>
<td>470/100/25v 100/25v</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>330/6.3v</td>
<td>330/10v 330/16v 330/50v</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>470/16v</td>
<td>470/25v 470/35v 500/10v</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500/16v</td>
<td>500/25v 500/35v 500/50v</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000/10v</td>
<td>1000/16v 1000/25v 1000/35v</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000/50v</td>
<td>1000/100/25v 100/25v</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000/100/25v</td>
<td>220/10v 220/25v 220/35v</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220/50v</td>
<td>220/50v 330/16v 330/50v</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>470/16v</td>
<td>470/25v 470/35v 500/10v</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500/100/25v</td>
<td>500/16v 500/35v 500/50v</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000/100/25v</td>
<td>1000/16v 1000/25v 1000/35v</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000/50v</td>
<td>1000/100/25v 100/25v</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000/100/25v</td>
<td>220/10v 220/25v 220/35v</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220/50v</td>
<td>220/50v 330/16v 330/50v</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>470/16v</td>
<td>470/25v 470/35v 500/10v</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500/100/25v</td>
<td>500/16v 500/35v 500/50v</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000/100/25v</td>
<td>1000/16v 1000/25v 1000/35v</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000/50v</td>
<td>1000/100/25v 100/25v</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12MIXED PACK OF ELECTROLYTICS &amp; PAPER CONDENSERS</td>
<td>£2.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 Green Polyester Condensers. Mixed Values.£2.00 per 100.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SENDZ COMPONENTS**

2 WOOD GRANGE CLOSE, THORPE BAY, ESSEX.
Reg. Office only – No personal callers. Thank you.

**PLEASE ADD 12½% VAT**

---

**Mains power supply, made for 15 volt, Aerial Amps (inc. case)**

- **£1.00**

**STEREO AMP. 11 Watts per ch. Les power supply £2.00**

- **£2.00**

**1 Amp. 100 P.I.V. Bridge Rectifier**

- **20p**

**BU209**

- **£2.00**

**120 MIXED PACK OF ELECTROLYTICS & PAPER CONDENSERS**

- **£2.50**

**100 Green Polyester Condensers. Mixed Values. £2.00 per 100.**

**BYF3123**

- **1 Amp. 100 P.I.V. Bridge Rectifier**

- **20p**

**BU209**

- **£2.00**

---
TV LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

ALL MAKES SUPPLIED PROMPTLY by our

RETURN OF POST MAIL ORDER SERVICE

All Lots at the one price

£5.63 TRADE  £6.25 RETAIL (V.A.T. INCLUDED)

Postage and Packing 45p  COD 50p

HMV MODELS 1876 to 1878, 1890 to 1896, FR 20.
MURPHY MODELS V280 to V330, V420, V440, 653X to 789 OIL-FILLED.
REGENTE MODELS 10-4 to 10-21, 1718, R2, R3, 191, 192.
RGT 519-621, 710, 711.

ALL AT £3.13 + 45p P&P

EHT TRAYS SUPPLIED - MONO & COL.

All Lots NEW and GUARANTEED for SIX MONTHS

E. J. PAPWORTH AND SON Ltd.,
80 MERTON HIGH ST., LONDON, S.W.19

01-540 3955
01-540 3513
SAVE PRECIOUS TIME! BUSH, MURPHY, BAIRD, and various other Transformers are complete with EHT valveholder.

THORN BRC

E.H.T. RECTIFIER TRAYS

COLOUR TV LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

MONO TRANSFORMER VAT @ 25%

£6.50ea

1.63

TOTAL £8.13

SAVE PRECIOUS LIFE! Our Plastic Encased Overwinds, self extinguishing grade, afford extra safety

Save Time: Bush, Murphy, Baird, and various other Transformers are complete with EHT valveholder.